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Ágrip 
Eðli helgisiðanna í Skandinavíu á miðöldum hefur verið rannsakað ítarlega með 

því að nýta sér þau littlu fornleifafræðilegu gögn sem til eru. Hins vegar á sviði 

trúarbragða rannsókna vantar greiningu þar sem beittur er nútíma fræðilegur rammi á 

Íslendingasögur . Markmið þessa verkefnis er að fylla þetta skarð með því að veita 

yfirgripsmikla greining á Íslendingasögunum og beita fræðilegum linsum Catherine Bell 

og Ronald Grimes. Nánar tiltekið mun þessi ritgerð rannsaka átta sögur - Kormáks saga, 

Hrafnkels saga, Eyrbyggja saga, Eiríks saga rauða, Harðar saga ok Hólmverja, Hallfreðar 

saga vandræðaskálds, Droplaugarsona saga og Gísla saga Súrssonar - greina hvert með 

því að beita sex eiginleikum Bell og átta  eiginleikum Grimes á helgisiði ýmiss konar 

helgisiða í þessum sögum. Ég tel að báðir þessir rammar geta þjónað sem ómetanlegt 

greiningartæki fyrir þessa tegund af ritum, og að bæði einkenni fræðimannsins fjalla 

sérstaklega um mismunandi þætti bókmenntanna. Aðal markmið þessarar ritgerðar er að 

hvetja aðra fræðimenn á þessu sviði til að nota þessa sömu greiningar ramma þegar 

skoðaðar eru athafnir á helgisiði á sviði miðalda skandinavísku trúarbrögð.  
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Abstract 
The nature of ritual in Medieval Scandinavia has been thoroughly researched 

utilizing the immense amount of archeological evidence available. However, the field of 

religious studies is lacking any analysis applying modern theoretical frameworks to the 

Íslendingasögur . This goal of this project is to fill this gap by providing an overarching 

analysis of the Íslendingasögur  applying the theoretical lenses of Catherine Bell and 

Ronald Grimes. Specifically, this essay will examine eight sagas – Kormáks saga, 

Hrafnkels saga, Eyrbyggja saga, Eiríks saga rauða, Harðar saga ok Hólmverja, 

Hallfreðar saga vandræðaskálds, Droplaugarsona saga, and Gísla saga Súrssonar – 

analyze each by applying Bell’s six and Grimes’ eight characteristics of ritual activity to 

various forms of ritual practice in these sagas. I believe that both frameworks can serve 

as invaluable tools of analysis for this type of source material, and that both scholar’s 

characteristics address different aspects of the literature uniquely. The goal of this thesis 

is to encourage other scholars in the field to use these same analytical frameworks when 

examining ritual practice in the field of Medieval Scandinavian religions. 

 

Keywords: Ritual, Ritual Practice, Catherine Bell, Ronald Grimes, Íslendingasögur , 

Funerals, Funerary Rituals,   
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1 Introduction  

The study of ritual practice in pre-Christian Scandinavia is plagued with two driving 

questions: what is true and what was believed? For those who study this topic is generally 

accepted, the Íslendingasögur  are by far one of the least reliable sources for accurate data 

on ritual practice. This is something that I could not and would not disagree with. 

However, there is an excess of essential and unique examples of ritual practice in this 

literary corpus worth exploring regardless of veracity. This thesis aims to take this corpus 

and apply existing theoretical frameworks of ritual practice to these saga ritual scenes. 

There will not be any attempt made to verify the authenticity of any of the rituals. Instead, 

it should be understood that it is not my purpose to argue in favor of or against the rituals 

or the general concept of paganism presented by the sagas. Much like modern 

anthropologists record ritual performance to preserve it, I treat the sagas as very late 

preservations of memories of older practices. 

1.1 Research Questions 

This thesis seeks to answer a few important questions: 

• Which, if either, of these analytical frameworks, work best with rituals in the 

Íslendingasögur ? 

• What new ways of analysis of ritual practice do Grimes and Bell encourage? 

• Does the data gathered to support the idea that there are significant generic 

differences in ritual practice? 

• Of the characteristics presented, which seem to be the most active in the sagas?? 

1.2 Defining Ritual 

I will examine in the following pages instances of ritual in the saga literary corpus, 

and I will be applying the theoretical frameworks of Ronald Grimes and Catherine Bell 

to see if these models of ritual practice aid in our understanding and, if so, which of these 

scholars' frameworks work best. To begin, though, this term 'ritual' needs to be defined. 

Ritual is most understood as a set of practices involving actions and words, and these 

practices are often performed in a formal religious or ceremonial setting. In an article by 

Grimes, he bases his definition of ritual on the works of Talal Asad and Philippe Buc, 

concluding "the word ritual has not always meant what it does now," however, "each 
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continues using the term much in the same way as it is used now… provid[ing] no 

theoretical alternative,"1 meaning that, to Grimes, both scholars use the term 'ritual' 

identically. Looking at Talal Assad's book Genealogies of Religion, Asad examines early 

on in his book, the transformation of mundane activities in a monastery, stating, 

"[w]ork—including economically productive work—became a rite,"2 showing that ritual 

practice though typically associated with religion and ceremony could easily evolve out 

of everyday tasks if performed for some more abstract purpose.  

Bell tackles defining ritual somewhat differently, rejecting any notion of 

differentiating between ritual and non-ritual as categories scholars can safely use and 

instead proposing that "it may be more useful to look at how human activities establish 

and manipulate their differentiation and purposes—in the very doing of the act within the 

context of other ways of acting, "3 aligning with an emic approach to the study of ritual, 

and like Grimes seems to accept that a broad definition of ritual works best for this type 

of study. I tend to agree with this approach to ritual; however, this study requires a clear 

definition of ritual to eliminate actions that are 'ordinary' from actions with greater 

meaning. I consider ritual to be a set of actions performed by a person or group of people 

that are predetermined in some way and recognizable to at least the performer of the ritual 

and are done with some nonimmediate purpose. More objectively, though, I also only 

consider something a ritual if I can argue that it has at least one of Bell's or Grimes' 

characteristics of ritual. 

1.3 Discussion of Source Material: Íslendingasögur  

This examination of ritual is based entirely on eight of the Íslendingasögur ; three 

will be examined individually, and another four will be used in Part II. The 

Íslendingasögur , also known as the family sagas, are a medieval literary genre assembled 

between the 13th and 15th centuries and typically deal with the first settlers, major 

families, and land of pre-conversion Iceland. Within this larger genre of Íslendingasögur 

, there exists multiple subgenres, a view shared by Torfi Tulinius who argues "these 

different genres (the family sagas, kings' sagas, and fornaldarsögur) interact in what 

 
1 Grimes, Ronald. “Religion, Ritual, and Performance.” Religion, Theatre, and Performance: Acts of Faith. 

ed. Lance Gharavi. Taylor and Francis, 2011.  29 
2 Asad, Talal. Genealogies of Religion: Discipline and Reasons of Power in Christianity and Islam. 

Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1993.61 
3 Bell, Catherine M. Ritual Theory, Ritual Practice. Oxford ;: Oxford University Press, 2009.74 
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could be called a literary system, "4 a "literary system "being the mode by which readers 

can identify the genre which they are reading. In this case, the literary system which we 

will examine is a genre that" represents a transition from one of these worlds to the other, 

from paganism to Christianity,"5 giving a mixed account of both pagan and Christian 

rituals to work with; rituals which the author would know well and many others the author 

may have only heard of. While limiting the scope of this study to the Íslendingasögur , 

an attempt has been made to include sagas from a variety of different subgenres.   

Some major subgenres recognized by the series The Complete Sagas of Icelanders 

are outlaw sagas, skald sagas, feud sagas, sagas of wealth and power, champion sagas, 

epics, and the Vinland sagas. Using these etic subgenres, I have selected sagas from all 

but the epics and champions sagas. The generic differences between these sagas plays a 

large role in what types of rituals are mentioned and how much detail is given about each 

saga. Of course, this then leads to a shift in the available data based on the saga genre, 

meaning that the analysis of each saga will differ based on genre and ritual examined. 

This also means that the rituals examined in the following essay most likely only echo 

the 'real' rituals performed because of a difference in priorities based on genre and the 

method by which early sagas and later sagas may have been transmitted. 

The dating for each saga examined differs depending on which edition is referenced. 

These sagas are all sourced from Íslenzk fornrit, and each is dated to the early 13th 

century, before 1250, except Hranfkels saga, which is dated at 1300. This means that each 

saga is also considered a Classical saga or an Early saga.6 One of the benefits of this 

similar dating is that it slightly controls the data gathered. I have controlled for dating and 

potentially saga origin while keeping the source material varied in genre. This may help 

focus discussion on generic differences in ritual rather than addressing the oral origins of 

the sagas throughout this work. However, it is necessary to do this here. 

Recognizing the need to address the origins of the sagas, one of the leading theories 

on the conveyance of saga material is orality. This method of transmission works well in 

 
4 Tulinius, Torfi. “Saga as a myth: the family sagas and social reality in 13th-century Iceland.” 2000. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/252784982_Saga_as_a_myth_the_family_sagas_and_social_rea

lity_in_13th-century_Iceland. pg. 526 
5 Tulinius. 526 
6 Vésteinn Ólason. “Family Sagas.” In A Companion to Old Norse‐Icelandic Literature and Culture, 101-

115. Oxford, UK: Blackwell Publishing Ltd, 2004 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/252784982_Saga_as_a_myth_the_family_sagas_and_social_reality_in_13th-century_Iceland
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/252784982_Saga_as_a_myth_the_family_sagas_and_social_reality_in_13th-century_Iceland
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explaining the preservation of Eddic poetry7 but is contested when discussing the sagas. 

Gísli Sigurðsson examines this debate in detail in "Orality and Literacy, "and sums up 

both sides of this debate as originally rooted in nationalism and that both frameworks 

have a serious effect on the work of any scholar who studies the sagas. 8 Examining the 

data from these sagas, I researched utilizing the theory that the Íslendingasögur  are in 

large part based off of an oral tradition, however, these stories and their authors "could 

not reproduce anything resembling the truth from the Saga Age, but they and their 

listeners must have thought they could,"9 and these remnants of an oral tradition reflect a 

genuine belief by their authors that what they write is the truth and the rituals they transmit 

must reflect some truth. Most likely, after a certain point in the writing of these sagas, 

there was a transition from a reliance on orality to a self-referential literary corpus. 

Although, the broader implications of whether the sagas originate in a mostly oral 

tradition which quickly transitioned into a strictly literary style, or a longer-lasting oral 

tradition only affects this essay by changing how we view the rituals examined: are they 

connected to an older, and possibly more reliable, Tradition, or are they a literary 

invention? This debate, while necessary, is not a subject of this thesis10 and will not be 

one of the questions tackled by this work. Rituals could be complete fabrications only 

existing in the minds of the saga authors and readers. However, even then, they are worthy 

of study because of what they may tell us of the wider society and the beliefs they reflect. 

1.3 Bell and Grimes Characteristics 

As stated in the first section of the introduction, this thesis aims to apply the 

theoretical frameworks of Catherine Bell and Ronald Grimes – both respected scholars 

of religion – and see whether they work with the rituals contained in the Íslendingasögur 

. The basis of these frameworks is two lists of characteristics, one by Grimes and the other 

by Bell, that outline the aspects of ritual either scholar considers most common. While 

 
7 Gunnell, Terry. “Eddic Poetry.” In A Companion to Old Norse‐Icelandic Literature and Culture, 82–100. 

Oxford, UK: Blackwell Publishing Ltd, 2004. 
8 Gísli Sigurðsson. “Orality and Literacy.“  In A Companion to Old Norse‐Icelandic Literature and Culture, 

285-301. Oxford, UK: Blackwell Publishing Ltd, 2004. 
9 Andersson, Theodore M. “From Tradition to Literature in the Sagas.“ in Oral Art Forms and Their 

Passage into Writing [1. oplag]. ed. Mundal, Else., Else Mundal, Jonas Wellendorf, and Jonas. 

Wellendorf. Copenhagen: Museum Tusculanum, 2008. 9 
10 For more on orality, see Alaric Hall ‘The Orality of a Silent Age: The Place of Orality in Medieval 

Studies’, in Methods and the Medievalist: Current Approaches in Medieval Studies. 2008. pp. 270–90. and 

Judy Quinn “From orality to literacy in medieval Iceland.“ 
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there are some similarities between the two scholars' characteristics, they differ enough 

that both tend to complement each other, ensuring that there is a holistic view of any 

ritual. Bell's characteristics are Formalism, Traditionalism, Invariance, Rule-Governance, 

Sacral Symbolism, and Performance. Grimes' characteristics are Traditionalism, 

Elevation, Repetition, Singularization, Prescription, Style, Special State of Mind, 

Invocation, Special Influence, Special Place / Time, and Performance by a Qualified 

Person. Something important to note now is that neither Bell nor Grimes would argue that 

these characteristics are definitions of ritual practice; it is not required that a ritual be 

formal or traditional. Instead, they argue that rituals can typically be characterized by one 

or more of the listed characteristics.  

Looking at Bell first, her list of characteristics is shorter than Grimes', but she also 

takes more time in defining each term and providing multiple examples of each. This does 

not make her characteristics any better or more applicable than Grimes'; it only makes 

them more specific. Bell begins her list with Formalism, stating, "formal activities set up 

an explicit contrast with informal or casual ones," 11 and they are best measured in terms 

of degree rather than a binary. Formality only exists if there is also informality. In the 

context of the sagas, the writing style often comes of as explicitly formal anytime 

characters interact. Almost always, the reader's subjective opinion gauges whether a scene 

is genuinely formal or if that is a consequence of the style. When looking through rituals 

in the sagas, I looked for any action that seemed out of the ordinary or emblematic of 

social norms. This most often occurred and is usually assumed when details were lacking 

in interactions between households. For example, I typically characterized feasts as being 

formal because they usually involve two or more households meeting to eat together in a 

not usual way. A feast carries greater social weight then, say a conversation held at the 

border of a person's property. 12 

  Skipping Traditionalism for now, Invariance is another of Bell's characteristics. 

She writes, Invariance is "a disciplined set of actions marked by precise repetition and 

physical control," 13 meaning that actions that are considered unique are performed 

precisely every time. One of the apparent examples Bell uses is a "Zen Buddhist 

 
11 Bell, Catherine M. Ritual Perspectives and Dimensions New York: Oxford University Press, 1997. 139 
12 Though, this is by no means me saying that a meeting such as that could not be formal. In fact, at such a 

place formality would certainly be expected but to a lesser degree. 
13 Bell. 150 
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seminarian," 14 where training involves precision, and great importance is placed on this 

precision. In the sagas, Invariance might look something like an insistence that specific 

actions be taken the same way as they have always been taken. An example could be in a 

certain funerary right where the son of the deceased had a corpse brought outside without 

using any doors. 15 This is not quite the same as practiced movements, but I took Bell's 

definition to include practices that repeat exactly, not necessarily ritualized actions 

practiced daily. 

 Another of Bell's characteristics is Rule-Governance, and unlike her other 

characteristics Bell instead uses an extended analogy between boxing and this 

characteristic to explain her definition: she writes, "Rule-governed activity is often 

compared to ritual, particularly rule-governed contests in which violent chaos is barely 

held in check by complex codes of orchestration."16 While Bell does not limit Rule-

Governance to sport-like activities, it seems hard to invent rule-governed examples that 

are not sports. Napoleonic warfare is one example outside of sports that Bell gives, basing 

this claim off the universally understood rules of warfare acknowledged by European 

generals at the time. 17 A saga example that comes to mind quickly would be the instances 

of ball games played in nearly every saga18. What constitutes Rule-Governance here is 

that these games are governed by a set of rules understood by the participants. 

Following this characteristic is Sacral Symbolism which Bell defines very generally 

by discussing a tendency in activities to make clear a difference between the sacred and 

profane that "demands a special human response."19 Bell seems to mean that activities 

that invoke the sacred make it clear by referencing or using phrases or items considered 

sacred. An example she begins the section with is a U.S. president's oath of office, which 

involves using a Bible and various Christian allusions.20 I considered mentions of 

supernatural beings and important aspects of identity (honor, bonds of friendships) as 

Sacral Symbolism, but other things may qualify. 

 
14 Bell. 151 
15 See Eyrbyggja saga. 
16 Bell. 153 
17 Bell. 153-55 
18 For further information on this sport, see Thurber, B.A. “The Viking Ball Game.” Scandinavian 

studies 87, no. 2 (2015): 167–188. 
19 Bell. 155-56 
20 Bell. 155-56 
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Performance is the final of Bell's characteristics, and it is the doing of things 

communicating "multifaceted sensory experience."21 Bell's Performance tends to include 

the actors and audience as well as the intent to transform space and reflect feelings and 

moods experienced by everyone involved.22 She includes plays, sports, and political 

demonstrations as examples of this characteristic. Performance is best exemplified in the 

sagas by hólmganga, which will be discussed at length in chapter two. 

Grimes' list of characteristics differs significantly in style from Bell's; his definitions 

are short, and he starves his reader of examples. In doing so, he allows greater 

interpretation and wider application of his framework. The first of these he lists is 

Traditionalization, but this, like Bell's Traditionalism will be saved for the end of this 

discussion. Instead, Elevation23 is the first characteristic we will examine, and according 

to Grimes, events are ritualized by "elevating them by associating them with sacredly held 

values,"24 these values, like Bell's Sacral Symbolism, tend to reflect personal values (i.e., 

honor). Examples of Elevation might be the seating arrangement at a feast where the most 

honored or influential person sits in the high-seat. I also considered any ritual where literal 

Elevation – a platform, for example – is used to exemplify this characteristic. 

The next of Grimes' characteristics is Repetition which Grimes considers a way of 

"inscribing them (rituals) in[to a] community and/or self,"25; this reflects Bell's 

characteristic Invariance, though there is a crucial difference: Grimes makes no mention 

of precision in his definition. In the sagas, events like the Alþing are annual, exemplifying 

Repetition. 

Entirely composed to the previous characteristic, Singularization is defined by 

Grimes as "one-time events," or at least passed off as such by the performers. This 

characteristic most closely corresponds to life cycle rituals like namings of people and 

places and weddings. It is unique compared to Bell's characteristics and is an interesting 

inclusion following Repetition, but it fits pretty nicely in many saga rituals for our 

purposes. 

 
21 Bell. 161 
22 Bell 159-63 
23 Important to note here is that the names of Grimes’ characteristics are my invention, functioning as a 

short hand to more easily apply them without the burden of the entire definition. 
24 Grimes. 39 
25 Grimes. 39 
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Prescription follows, and Grimes describes it as "prescribing their details so they 

are performed in the proper way,"26. As seen here, this characteristic closely aligns with 

Bell's Invariance, and combined with Repetition is identical to that characteristic of Bell's. 

This characteristic differs from Invariance because it implies that there is someone to 

prescribe a ritual's details, and this is exactly how I applied it. There are a few examples 

in the sagas of characters telling others how to perform certain actions, and I considered 

each scene to show a prescription. 

Style, as Grimes conceives it, is the inclusion of "flare" in ritual practice.27 It is 

wholly unique to his list and is an interesting inclusion. Things such as using an engraved 

crozier by Catholic priests or burning an effigy at a festival like Burning Man28 are two 

examples of Style. I considered any ritual where the aesthetics of the ritual play a part as 

showing Style. Examples in the sagas could be hall burnings or gift-giving. 

A Special State of Mind follows Style, and Grimes states, "entering them with a 

non-ordinary attitude or in a special state of mind, for example, contemplatively or in 

trance,"29 and this seems to translate only to instances where the ritual requires one to 

think differently when beginning the ritual. However, I have decided to include instances 

where the goal of the ritual might be to alter one's state of mind. General examples might 

be meditation or prayer. In the sagas, rituals involving magic might qualify best because 

of the different attitudes felt towards the subject by Icelanders. 30  

Another characteristic unique to Grimes is Invocation, which involves "invoking 

powers to whom respect or reverence is due: gods, royalty, and spirits, for example,"31  it 

could be argued that this characteristic resembles Bell's Sacral Symbolism except that 

Grimes only specifies the supernatural, not values. Essentially, any time a god, spirit, 

ancestor, or king is mentioned during a ritual is Invokes. For example, Hrafnkel's vow 

sworn to Frey includes mentioning a god and, therefore, displays Invocation. 

Like a Special State of Mind, a Special Influence  is also an aspect of ritual, and 

Grimes specifies the 'attribution' of a Special Influence implying that it is the ritual 

 
26 Grimes. 39 
27 Grimes. 39 
28 See Sherry, John. “Comedy of the Commons: Nomadic Spirituality and the Burning Man Festival.” 

Research in Consumer Behavior, 2007. for a brief examination of the festival and its ritual elements. 
29 Grimes. 39 
30 An interesting application of this characteristic in the sagas might be to the many prophetic dreams in the 

sagas, though it is debatable whether these would qualify as ritual. 
31 Grimes. 39 
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performers who decide if there is a Special Influence, not that there need to be a 

measurable influence associated with the ritual.32 The clearest example of this aspect is 

magic, where the performer believes they have a Special Influence on the target of this 

magic ritual. Other examples in the sagas might be sacrifices held to gain some boon from 

a spirit or god. 

A commonly cited characteristic of ritual that Grimes also notes is the usage of 

a Special Place or Time where rituals are 'situated,' not that the rituals create these places 

or times, though they may undoubtedly alter them. This is a typical feature in saga rituals, 

with one of the clearest examples of usage of place and time being the Alþing, a ritual 

situated in both a special place and time. It may seem reasonable to include the naming 

of landscape as an example of this aspect; however, I would say that type of ritual fits 

better under Special Influence. 

Finally, Grimes' version of Performance, which he specifies must only be done by 

"specially qualified persons,"33 differing from Bell's uniquely generalized version of 

Performance. In this instance, Grimes is more specific than Bell. This ritual aspect is the 

most troublesome and valuable in application in the saga corpus because of the vagueness 

of "qualified persons, "a qualification hard to judge in the source material presented and 

harder still when there is no clear priesthood in the pre-Christian setting of the 

Íslendingasögur . The easiest examples of this aspect are instances of magic in the sagas 

where a person, typically a woman, is sought for their knowledge of Performance. 

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, Traditionalism 

/Traditionalization (Bell / Grimes) are identical, unlike every other characteristic. Bell 

defines Traditionalism as an "attempt to make a set of activities appear to be identical to 

or thoroughly consistent with older cultural precedents."34 Grimes similarly defines it as 

"claiming that they (the ritual) originated a long time ago or with the ancestors,"35 and, as 

evidenced by these two quotes, both definitions use almost identical wording. Neither 

Bell nor Grimes specifies anything more than a ritual performer's insistence that a ritual 

is based on older practices. I believe that because of how similar both scholars make this 

characteristic appear, and due to the limited space allotted to this essay, Traditionalism 

 
32 Grimes. 39 
33 Grimes. 39 
34 Bell. 145 
35 Grimes. 39 
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should only be examined once and that this one analysis be considered evidence for both 

scholars. It should serve as no surprise to the reader that Tradition plays a role in most 

rituals in the sagas, a literary corpus devoted to explaining the history and development 

of Iceland. Examining Tradition for both scholars would come off as repetitive and would 

not serve the greater purpose of distinguishing the two frameworks of analysis from each 

other. This should also allow more time to be devoted to the other unique characteristics 

present in the sagas. 

1.4 Methodology and Structure 

The methodology of this study is that eight sagas – Kormáks saga, Hrafnkels saga, 

Eiríks saga rauða, Eyrbyggja saga, Harðar saga ok Hólmverja, Hallfreðar saga 

vandræðaskálds, Droplaugarsona saga, and Gísla saga Súrssonar – were selected based 

on their genre, length, and content. Each saga selected contains at least one extended 

example of a ritual36 where more than one characteristic can be argued to be present. As 

I was reading through the sagas, I noted what characteristics seemed to be present in each 

saga using a simple binary at first, noting present or not. The rituals themselves were not 

placed into any categories until all data had been gathered. The typological analysis in 

Part II best demonstrates the wider application of this method, while Part I focuses on in-

depth analyses of multiple rituals, which each exemplify a characteristic. 

As mentioned, part I of this thesis will begin with an overview of one of the first 

three sagas listed and will examine multiple rituals searching for one of either Bell's or 

Grimes' characteristics. This section is included and constitutes the bulk of this thesis 

because it lays a clear foundation for Part II and shows the utility of both scholars' 

frameworks. This section also serves as a control for the wider analysis in Part II, a way 

of checking the work conducted so that it is clear what the criteria are for each 

characteristic. 

Part II is a typological analysis focusing on funerary rituals in the sagas. It will serve 

as an alternative method of utilizing Bell and Grimes. It exemplifies the goal of this 

research: to examine which of these scholars' frameworks function best with the 

Íslendingasögur  so that future scholars may better utilize their works. One of the most 

 
36 As a reminder, ritual is being defined as actions performed for nonmaterial purpose/gain and can involve 

one or more people. This is explained in section 1.2 
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important things that I wish to show the reader is that applying these frameworks 

encourages researchers to view different angles of ritual completely under-analyzed. For 

example, the influence of a ritual and the performer's belief in that influence is only 

considered when studying magic despite it being an aspect of many other types of ritual 

practice. 
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2 Kormáks saga 

2.1 Saga Origins and Summary 

Kormáks saga is preserved in its entirety in Möðruvallabók and is commonly dated 

to the 14th century. The saga is categorized as one of the skalds sagas in The Complete 

Sagas of Icelanders, and according to Margaret Clunies Ross, the subject of these types 

of sagas tend to surround the "lives and loves of individual Icelandic skalds, "and that 

"the social conventions of betrothal and marriage, "37 are major concerns for the saga. 

This saga is unique in that it contains several poetic stanzas making it a source of skaldic 

verse. The saga structure is episodic, switching perspectives between Kormák and his 

antagonists, Steingerð's husbands, and suitors. 

 The origin of the narrative is uncertain, but Heather O'Donoghue points out that 

the "verses [in the saga] have generally been regarded as the major source of Kormáks 

saga,"38 which may mean that the narrative could serve as a vehicle to preserve the verses 

rather than the story.39 Gísli Sigurðsson examines a few arguments on origins. The most 

interesting is that Kormáks saga may be of Gaelic origin, basing these claims on the same 

verses O'Donokhue argues are the basis of the saga narrative.40 This could mean that the 

rituals described in the saga originate in a Gaelic culture rather than an Icelandic one, 

meaning that some of the practices reflect beliefs from outside of the mentioned setting 

of the saga. It seems likely due to the interactions between cultures in the Viking Age that 

this saga would at least be heavily influenced by Gaelic tales. Regardless of origin, the 

narrative covers Kormák's struggle against a curse and includes many fascinating 

episodes of ritual practice that, while potentially foreign, still serve as excellent material 

for analysis. 

 The saga narrative covers the life of Kormák, the son of a Norwegian Viking 

named Ögmund, who left for Iceland after the death of Haraldr hárfagri. Like many other 

early settlement narratives, Ögmund settled some unclaimed land chosen for him by his 

 
37 Ross, Margaret Clunies. The Cambridge Introduction to The Old Norse-Icelandic Saga. Cambridge 

University Press. New York. 2010. pg 101 
38 O’Donokhue, Heather. "Introduction to the Saga." In The Genesis of a Saga Narrative: Verse and Prose 

in Kormaks Saga, by O'Donokhue, Heather.. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991. Oxford Scholarship 

Online, 2011. doi: 10.1093/acprof:oso/9780198117834.003.0001. 
39 Hollander, Lee M. "The Case of the Skald Kormak." Monatshefte Für Deutschen Unterricht 35, no. 3/4 

(1943) 
40 Gísli Sigurðsson. Gaelic Influence in Iceland. University of Iceland Press. Reykjavík, Iceland. 2000 pg. 

95-97 
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high seat pillars. From there, the narrative focuses on the parallel plots of a romance 

plagued by a witch's curse between Kormák and Steingerð, and the rivalry between 

Kormák and all the men Steingerð involves herself with. Kormák fights each of these 

men in hólmgangs, a ritualized form of duel that the saga narrative spends a great deal of 

time describing. These fights are the primary action sequences in the saga, with the cursed 

romance driving the plot forward. Kormák's saga blood feud is never restricted to just two 

men or a rival clan, unlike many other sagas. However, it spreads outward, involving 

many unrelated characters in a romantic web, leading to conflict with the titular character. 

 The first of these rivals is Bersi, a mighty warrior with a reputation for winning 

hólmgangs. The inciting incident of this rivalry is Bersi's marriage to Steingerð. Unlike 

feuds in other sagas, Bersi and Kormák only ever fight in official hólmgangs, following 

the customs and rules associated with these duels; they usually employ magical protection 

in these fights to gain an advantage. Despite the feud and Kormák's persistence, Bersi 

remains married to Steingerð for a time before she divorces him, marrying another man 

named Þorvald who then becomes the focus of Kormák's envy, and the feud shifts. 

Þorvald, the second of Kormák's targets, is a very different man from Bersi. 

Unlike Bersi's physical prowess, Þorvald has powerful family connections. However, 

these connections come to naught in the saga with no major intervention by this wider 

family. There is no ambush of Kormák nor any successful legal action against him despite 

both typically playing significant roles in other sagas. This is most likely due to the sagas 

abrupt shift of setting from Iceland back to Norway, a place where neither man has strong 

blood roots. The rivalry continues here, with the Norwegian kings Hákon góði and 

Haraldr gráfeldr playing minor roles, and even here, hólmgangs remain the arena of 

conflict. This continues until, finally, Kormák abruptly ends his pursuit of Steingerð and 

accepts that she will never be with him. The saga concludes with Kormák's death. 

 Overall, this saga tends to focus on only two types of rituals, magical and 

hólmgangs. Consequently, the analysis that follows will focus on these two types of 

rituals with a few exceptions. Some major implications of the sagas focus on these rituals. 

Unlike Ross's mention of the importance of betrothals and marriages in the saga, perhaps 

one extended description of a marriage brings into question how important these 

processes truly are to the saga writers. 
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2.2 Bell Analysis 

The first characteristic of ritual that will be examined is Formalism.41 As stated 

in the introduction, Formalism plays a major role whenever characters from different 

families meet in the sagas. There is one perfect example of this ritual aspect in a 

negotiation over a bull carcass between Kormák and his rival, Þorvarð. This is formal 

because it correlates with a temporary power dynamic where Kormák holds leverage over 

Þorvarð, who needs the bull's remains for a healing ritual. Þorvarð‘s need is too strong 

and he must give into Kormák‘s demands; as stated by the saga, “hann (Kormákr) kvazk 

eigi vilja varna þeim kaups, en hafa fyrir baug þann, er Steingerðr átti.”42 [he said himself 

that he wants not to deny them the purchase and would have that ring, owned by 

Steingerð.] This is followed with Þorvarð giving Steingerð's ring to Kormák, ensuring her 

displeasure.43 According to Bell, this could correspond with "traditional forms of social 

hierarchy and authority"44 characteristic of formal interaction. It seems that this power 

differential between the men constitutes Formalism. This exchange between the two men 

reflects an aspect of economics examined by William Ian Miller, who concludes, "buying 

and selling was hostile…. Attempts to trade with equals within the community could 

produce the disturbing results of the preceding cases,"45 and, as seen here, this trade of a 

ring for a corpse does risk, and ultimately results in negative repercussions. Though this 

is not the clearest example of one of these economic exchanges, I interpret this scene as 

Þorvarð, to avoid a social faux pas, negotiating lightly so as not to come off as weak in 

front of his rival, Kormák.  

Alternatively, Formalism is also present in the divorce scene between Bersi and 

Steingerð  who, as if scripted, declares herself divorced; the text states, “ok er hún er búin 

til brottfarar, gengr hon at Bersa ok mælti: "Fyrst vartu kallaðr Eyglu-Bersi, en þá 

Hólmgǫngu-Bersi, en nú máttu at sǫnnu heita Raza-Bersi" – ok segir skilit við hann,”46 

[and when she was ready to leave, she went to Bersi and spoke: ‘First were you called 

Eyglu-Bersi, and then Hólmgǫngu-Bersi, and now you known as Raza-Bersi’ – and she 

 
41 To be clear, if a paragraph discusses a particular characteristic of ritual I will bold the name of that 

characteristic early in the paragraph. 
42 Kormáks saga. 288 
43 Kormáks saga. 288 
44 Bell. 140 
45 Miller, William Ian. Bloodtaking and Peacemaking: Feud, Law, and Society in Saga Iceland. Chicago: 

University of Chicago Press, 1990. pg. 105 
46 Kormáks saga. 254 
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declared herself divorced with him,] as prescribed by the law, leaving no room for 

informal action or speech and she follows a predetermined pattern seen in other sagas; 

“the party desiring the divorce would call in witnesses (váttar), state the reason (sǫk), and 

declare him- or herself divorced (skiliðr) from the other…. Later the announcement had 

to be reiterated at a þing.”47 The formulaic nature of this process restricts actions and 

speech regulating the scene and seeming robotic but with a personal attack against Bersi. 

Connected to this negotiation scene is a ritual unique to the saga, a sacrifice to the 

álfar of this purchased carcass. Tradition, one of Bell's and Grimes' characteristics, plays 

a significant role here. The álfar are mentioned in many sagas and it is no surprise they 

are included here. In this scene, a woman, Þórdís, knowledgeable in magic, instructs 

Þorvarð on the best method of healing himself. She tells him, “Hóll einn er héðan skammt 

í brott, er álfar búa í; graðung þann er Kormákur drap, skaltu fá ok rjóða blóð graðungsins 

á hólinn utan en gera álfum veizlu af slátrinu ok mun þér batna.”48 [There is a hill nearby 

where elves live inside; that bull Kormák had killed you should take and redden with 

bull's blood the top of the hill to bring out elves and make a feast of the meat and after 

you will heal.] Her focus on the álfar Traditionalizes the ritual by alluding to these figures 

who fulfill ritualistic functions in many other sagas. The concept of the álfar exists in all 

forms of Medieval Scandinavian writing and, though the concept shifts at times, these 

beings seem to be one of the few historic, universal folk beliefs in this region.49 

One problem with this analysis is that Bell's section on Traditionalism mentions 

that traditionalized rituals "appear to be identical to or thoroughly consistent with older 

cultural precedents,"50 and Þórdís does not claim this ritual is an older practice.51 As said 

above, the evidence of Tradition is based entirely on the word álfar, the targets of this 

ritual, and another ritual I believe is connected: an álfablót. While there is no direct 

mention of álfablót, the actions of the ritual here seem like other examples of blót—the 

álfar. Additionally, in his Handbook of Norse Mythology, John Lindow points out that 

 
47 Jochens, Jenny. Women in Old Norse Society. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1998. Accessed August 

11, 2021. ProQuest Ebook Central. 59 
48 Kormáks saga. 288 
49 On a related note, the belief in elves among Icelanders is a well recorded statistics by the University of 

Iceland, and interestingly enough Jón Hnefill Aðalsteinsson points out in A Piece of Horse Liver, pg 138, 

Icelanders “attribute various kinds of soil-disturbance to elves,” and, despite this being a modern belief, 

shows some link between powers over nature that the elves possess. 
50 Bell. 145 
51 An argument can be made that Þórdís must have learned this ritual somewhere, but this argument relies 

a bit too much on assumption. 
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this scene is very reminiscent of another álfablót performed in Sweden. In both cases, the 

álfar are involved, however, "there is a vast difference between a ceremony held indoors, 

as in the Swedish álfablót mentioned by Sighvatr,52 and sacrificial acts undertaken in 

nature,"53 as in Kormáks saga, though Lindow doubts this ritual is an álfablót. I would 

argue there is a connection between the two scenes just by using the álfar, specific beings 

with vague origins and powers that seem to have a longstanding position in pre-Christian 

Nordic beliefs. Similarly, Alaric Hall investigated an Anglo-Saxon practice of "ælfsīden," 

a magical curative that seems somewhat similar in that both utilize a belief in elves and 

their healing properties, 54 pointing to a potentially very old, even early Germanic, custom 

that both cultures shared, making their usage traditional.  

Another characteristic of Bell's that is evidenced by the usage of the álfar is Sacral 

Symbolism. The álfar, as discussed earlier, are supernatural beings tied to the land, easily 

placing them among the sacred. In this case, the álfar constitute Sacral Symbolism in the 

same way that invocations of a god in an oath;55 the álfar symbolize healing to Þórdís and 

Þorvarð, and this belief and sacrifice lead to real healing following the ritual.56 Relating 

to the sacred, Henri Hubert and Marcel Mauss, scholars of religion, discuss sacrifice at 

length and define it as "a religious act which, through the consecration of a victim, 

modifies the condition of the moral person who accomplishes it or that of certain objects 

with which he is concerned."57 In this case, the "modification" refers to the healing 

Þorvarð is granted by the álfar. This relationship between the "consecrated "sacrifice and 

its target elevates the álfar to a sacred level; they require a meaningful sacrifice because 

they represent sacred healing. Returning to Hall, he mentions that in Anglo-Saxon 

England, elves were also believed to have restorative properties,58 meaning that this could 

be a belief that exists more widely than in Iceland. Outside of this, Sacral Symbolism 

 
52 Lindow is referencing an álfablót held in Sweden as described by the skald Sighvatr. In this ritual’s case, 

the practitioners needed to maintain a barrier between the outer world and the inner space of a hall. The 

practitioners of the ritual were apparently “afraid of the wrath of Odin.” Lindow. 53 
53 Lindow, John. Norse Mytholoky: a Guide to the Gods, Heroes, Rituals, and Beliefs Oxford ;: Oxford 

University Press, 2002. pg. 54 
54 Hall, Alaric. Elves in Anglo-Saxon England Matters of Belief, Health, Gender and Identity Woodbridge, 

Suffolk: The Boydell Press, 2007. pg. 119 – 36  
55 Bell. 155-56 
56 Kormáks saga. 288 
57 Henri Hubert, Marcel Mauss. Sacrifice: Its Nature and Function. trans. W.D. Halls. University of 

Chicago Press. Chicago, USA, 1981. 13 
58 Hall, Alaric. Elves in Anglo-Saxon England Matters of Belief, Health, Gender and Identity Woodbridge, 

Suffolk: The Boydell Press, 2007. pg. 119 – 36. Hall specifically mentions medical texts referencing elves. 
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barely factors into any rituals in the saga. It is a characteristic that does not often show 

itself in this saga because it is more abstract than the other characteristics and perhaps is 

more identifiable when actions like weddings (which are seldom detailed in any saga) 

occur. In Kormáks saga specifically, I see little of the sacred present outside of the few 

magical rituals and the concept of honor59 at play in every hólmgang. 

Another of Þórdís' rituals is a magic goose sacrifice scene near the middle of the 

saga, and it is clear that Invariance is here. This ritual takes place the night before a 

hólmgang Kormák intends to fight. He stays the night with Þórdís after she promises to 

protect him in his fight the following day using magic, however, unknown to Kormák, 

this ritual would have ended the curse on him and Steingerð.60 According to the text, 

Þórdís slaughters three geese as Kormák sleeps, but Kormák catches Þórdís killing the 

final goose. She says, "hafða ek nú ætlað at fyrirkoma þeim óskǫpum, er Þórveig hafði á 

lagt ykkr Steingerði, ok mættið nú njótask ef ek skæra ina þriðju gásina, svá at engi 

vissi,"61 [I had hope now to help you both to avoid evil, that Þórveig had put on you and 

Steingerð, and now that I have not killed the third goose, without being known.], and 

based on this excerpt it is clear that this ritual required Invariance in order to succeed. As 

Bell states, "usually seen in a disciplined set of actions marked by precise repetition and 

physical control,"62 and based on Þórdís's reaction to failing to slighter the geese secretly, 

it is obvious this ritual has failed because this one element failed. Invariance appears at 

least once more in another ritual involving the usage of a magic sword,63 but there is no 

evidence of Invariance anywhere else in the saga. It seems that this is likely due to 

Invariance playing a pivotal role in rituals involving magic in the saga. Perhaps this is 

because magical rituals in Kormáks saga require precision in their Performance while 

other rituals need only be performed similar enough to their prescribed method to 

succeed. 

Rule-Governance and Performance function jointly in the saga's hólmgangs. 

These fights are not only highly regulated but are also fought with the intent of proving 

oneself better than the other in front of witnesses. In fact, the saga mentions members of 

 
59 Important to note here is that honor, as defined in this saga, refers to physical prowess and the ability to 

keep one’s housegold together. Essentially, in this saga honor translates to Steingerð’s love. 
60 Kormáks saga. 282-83 
61 Kormáks saga. 283 
62 Bell. 150 
63 Kormáks saga. 233-36 
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the fighters' families witnessing the fight and ensuring that all the rules governing these 

fights are followed—for example, the saga states, "Líður nú fram að stefnunni. Ríður 

Kormákur heiman með fimmtán menn. Slíkt hið sama ríður Bersi til hólms við jafnmarga 

men…. Eftir það fór Kormákur á fund manna sinna. Voru þeir Bersi þá komnir ok mart 

annarra manna að sjá þenna fund,”64 [The time chosen came. Kormák rode with fifteen 

men. Bersi also rode to the hólm with the same number of men.... After that, Kormák 

went to his men. Around then Bersi and his men also arrived and men gathered to watch 

this fight.] what this shows is that hólmgangs are events meant for spectators, adding an 

element of Performance, and following this section, the text mentions that both sides 

ensured the ground for the duel was marked off with cloth and pegs, and the rules of this 

fight are explained to everyone.65 If Kormákr and Bersi fight in front of a crowd, there is 

surely some emphasis on the showmanship of the fight and not just the outcome. Also, 

the rules and marking off of the site of the fight ensure Rule-Governance but also add a 

further Performative element to it; fights in any other context in the sagas have no rules 

because there is no need to show-off. This aligns with Bell's definition of Performance 

where she states that Performance is an aspect of symbolic actions and that a 

"performative dimension often coexists with other characteristics of ritual-like behavior, 

especially in rule-governed sports contests,"66 and these hólmgangs function just as the 

Rule-Governed sports mentioned by Bell.67 The exact role of the fighters in a hólmgang 

and their relationship with the audience is not entirely clear. Oren Falk, in a chapter 

discussing this question, states, "that no duel takes place in a social vacuum," meaning it 

affects the wider community, "and second, that duels are seldom (if ever) really 'about' 

reciprocal murder,"68 instead their purpose is to prove to those witnesses in attendance 

who is in the right by winning the fight. The relationship between hólmgangs, 

Performance, and Rule-Governance is no different from the same relationship in boxing. 

There are witnesses, a set of rules, and the simulated nature of the battle all contribute to 

 
64 Kormáks saga. 235-36 
65 Kormáks saga. 236-39 
66 Bell. 160 
67 Bell. 153 
68 Falk, Oren. "5. Bystanders and Hearsayers First: Reassessing the Role of the Audience in Duelling: " 

In 'A Great Effusion of Blood'?: Interpreting Medieval Violence edited by Mark D. Meyerson, Daniel 

Thiery and Oren Falk, 98-130. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 

2016. https://doi.org/10.3138/9781442670334-009 . 106 

https://doi.org/10.3138/9781442670334-009
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the existence of these characteristics. Because of how many hólmgangs are in the saga, 

both characteristics remain present throughout the saga. 

2.3 Grimes Analysis 

Continuing with the example of rituals surrounding hólmgangs, Elevation is also 

an important aspect of these fights. They are elevated in two ways; one is the fact that 

those fighting in a hólmgang are compelled to do so by a sense of honor, and, as pointed 

out by Grimes, rituals are elevated when "associating them with sacredly held 

values,"69 this is something also supported by Falk who writes that the "theme [of duels], 

rather, is honour: a negotiable form of social capital."70 The other reason is by serving as 

a public show of who is in the right, aligning with the second part of Grimes' definition: 

"showing how things are or how they ought to be,"71 in this case, it shows how others 

ought to view the original issue which sparked the hólmgang. In the final third of the saga, 

Kormák is feuding with a pair of brothers deriding him and, guarding his honor, Kormák 

challenges them to a duel. On the day of the duel, the brothers do not show up, and 

Kormák spreads word of their cowardice via poetry leading the brothers to charge 

Kormák with slander in response,72 showing that participation in a hólmgang is expected 

when challenged and each side wagers honor on the fight.73 To be clear, honor in the 

sagas is closer to a currency than a value, and when lost makes a saga Icelander vulnerable 

to attack by rivals.74 So, this ritual is Elevated because of what they risk losing in the 

fight. It seems apparent from the example above that Kormák taking advantage of the 

brothers missing the duel and the brothers' immediate lawsuit prove their valuable honor. 

Besides, Elevation is only present in two other types of ritual in the saga,75 making it a 

reasonably influential characteristic of ritual in this saga. 

 Repetition plays a significant role in a ritual previously examined: the geese 

ritual. As discussed earlier, Þordís performs a ritual where she sacrifices three geese in 

 
69 Grimes. 39 
70 Falk. 106 
71 Grimes. 39 
72 Kormáks saga. 276-78 
73 There are, of course, many instances of money and property being wagered but it is undeniable that honor 

is always a factor in these fights. 
74 See William Ian Miller’s Bloodtaking and Peacemaking (pg. 179-217) for a more in-depth analysis of 

feud and its causes. 
75 A settlement ritual in the beginning of the saga as well as the álfar ritual discussed previously. 
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one night.76 The repeated slaughter is Repetitious and it seems that the repeat of this action 

could correspond with a narrative element often used in Old Norse texts; that is the 

number three, meaning that, while this scene is still a characteristic of ritual, it may also 

be a commonly used motif, though that does not mean it would not have greater ritual 

significance. Now, it should be noted that Grimes' definition of Repetition seems to mean 

only rituals which are repeated on different occasions, not rituals that involve repetitive 

acts,77 however, I do not see why Repetition within a single ritual could not also count as 

Grimesian Repetition. In either case, the spirit of the character remains the same. 

However, if Grimes only accounts for societal rituals repeated whole cloth on different 

occasions, then the numerous hólmgangs could serve as clear alternative examples. 

Regardless, Repetition plays a major role in Kormáks saga. 

Singularization is most evident in the second chapter of the saga during a land 

settlement ritual using high-seat pillars: the text states, "Eftir það sigldu þeir í haf. Þá 

kastar Ögmundur út öndvegissúlum sínum. Þeir komu utan að Miðfirði. Þar voru áður 

komnar öndvegissúlur hans, köstuðu þar akkerum,”78 [After that they sailed to sea. Then 

cast Ögmund out his high-seat pillars. They came out into Miðfirð. There already came 

his high-seat pillars, and there they cast anchor.] this then leads to Ögmund meeting the 

region leader, Skeggi, who gives Ögmund his choice of land. Later, Ögmund performs a 

secondary ritual on the land they are given that involves measuring the land to test if it is 

good land. The ritual they perform shows that the land is bad,79 despite this bad fortune, 

the land settlement is not repeated in a new area, and Ögmund builds his settlement 

there.80 This must mean one of two things, either Ögmund could not retry his land claim 

ritual elsewhere due to some unspoken rule, or there was no other land available to him 

in the area. Assuming that the ritual cannot be repeated to find different land, which seems 

a safe assumption, Singularization is easily a characteristic of this ritual. In addition, it 

would make sense that a ritual like this would have to be singularized; to repeat it would 

be like rerolling dice to get the correct number, or casting lots until the desired fortune is 

 
76 Kormáks saga. 283 
77 Grimes. 36. “repeating them-over and over, in the same way-thus inscribing 

them in community and/or self,” importantly the inscription in the community part is what this ritual does 

not include. 
78 Kormáks saga. 205 
79 Kormáks saga. 205 
80 Kormáks saga. 205 
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told, sure it can be done, but it means far less to the performers. Singularization does not 

appear as a significant characteristic in any other ritual though this is likely due to the 

short length of this saga. In longer sagas, such as Eyrbyggja saga,  there is a clearer sense 

of Singularization because of how much time passes between episodes in the saga. A 

settlement in the beginning ends up being a single ritual with lasting effects over a century 

later while in Kormák’s saga we barely see a few decades worth of time, making it less 

clear if a ritual only occurs once. 

Style is a noticeable element in the bull sacrifice ritual discussed earlier and plays 

a prominent role. After the duel with Kormák, Þórdís instructs Þorvarð to spread bull's 

blood and across a hill to attract elves,81 and there are two elements which constitute 

Style; painting with blood, and the spreading of meat which I interpret as the meat is 

spread out across this same hillock for the álfar to see and eat. Assuming my interpretation 

is correct, this adds an extra layer of Style because this seems to be an imitation of a 

sacrificial feast rather than a simple offering. The goal is to draw out the álfar. Not only 

this, but the expense of the meat82 adds even further Style to the ritual; this is a purchase 

made with both an item and the sacrifice of Steingerð's love by Þorvarð. This could also 

be an example of a literary motif explored by Lotte Motz: "driving out elves [ganga 

álfrek]," a theme observed in multiple sagas where the local spirits are protected by some 

driven out by others inciting a conflict.83 This same concept could be equated here where 

Þorvarð drives out the elves, but in a positive way. He drives them out of the hills using 

a sacrifice, hoping these same beings will heal him. Considering the intent of the ritual is 

to enlist the aid of the álfar, it is unsurprising that Style would play some role in the ritual; 

how else does one receive a boon if their sacrifice goes unnoticed? Besides this, Style is 

undoubtedly an aspect of hólmgang where the goal is to impress an audience with skill. 

Continuing with the bull sacrifice, there is an element like Sacral Symbolism 

earlier: Invocation. In this case, the álfar are invoked beings, aligning with Grimes's list 

of "gods, royalty, and spirits,"84 examples of entities commonly invoked in rituals. In the 

bull sacrifice, the álfar are the intended target, and it is their boon that Þorvarð seeks. 

 
81 Kormáks saga. 287 
82 In this case, the price of the meat is an item considered invaluable by Steingerð and leads to her resenting 

her husband, just as Kormákr intends. 
83 Motz, Lotte. "Driving out the Elves. A Euphemism and a Theme of Folklore: " Frühmittelalterliche 

Studien 13, no.1(1979):439-441. https://doi-org.ez.statsbiblioteket.dk:12048/10.1515/9783110242126.439 
84 Grimes. 39 

https://doi-org.ez.statsbiblioteket.dk:12048/10.1515/9783110242126.439
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Invoking these beings ensures they know they are the ritual's targets and know to aid 

Þorvarð. This same type of Invocation can be argued to occur in every hólmgang with the 

participants Invoking their honor, staking it on the outcome of the fight. 

 This same bull sacrifice scene also aligns with Grimes' Special 

Influence characteristic. In this case, the "special power or influence,"85 as Grimes 

defines it, is the genuine healing experienced by Þorvarð after performing the sacrifice to 

the álfar. Following the sacrifice, "batnar Þorvarði skjót,"86 [Þorvarð healed quickly] as a 

direct result of the Invocation of the álfar. In addition to this, every other instance of 

magic in the saga has a direct influence on the characters of the saga. It seems that in this 

saga, magic always has some Special Influence, which is exactly what I would expect of 

a practice that's entire purpose is supernatural intervention, and what it means is that not 

only the people of the saga believe these works of magic have a direct influence on them, 

it is clear that they have this influence without any doubt or exposition from the saga 

author, perhaps indicating their own belief in the Special Influence possessed by these 

rituals. This same Special Influence associated with elves is not isolated to this saga. 

Looking to Hall again, he points out that in medical manuscripts in Anglo-Saxon England, 

elves are mentioned as part of many cures to ailments,87 showing that it is indeed the elves 

in this ritual having a special influence on the performer. In addition, it is also possible to 

consider this ritual and the other instances of magic as seiðr, a loaded term in this field, 

an ”extension of the mind and its faculties,”88 serving as a way to enact action not possible 

to worker of this power and giving them a Special Influence over others. 

 A Special Time seems to be required for the Performance of the goose ritual. In 

the saga, Þórdís asks Kormák to stay with her for a night for the hidden purpose of curing 

him of his curse via the goose ritual. While he sleeps, Þórdís slaughters geese to perform 

her magic ritual that will cure Kormák of his curse.89 Þórdís waits to perform her ritual 

after Kormák is already asleep because the ritual requires that she perform it at night and 

secretly. Outside of this example, a Special Time or Place is not as easily identified. It 

can be argued that each hólmgang takes place at a Special Time or Place because each 

 
85 Grimes. 39 
86 Kormáks saga. 289 
87 Hall. 126-29 
88 Price, Neil. The Viking Way: Magic and Mind in Late Iron Age Scandinavia. 2, 2nd Edition. Oxbow 

Books, 2019. 34 
89 Kormáks saga. 282-83 
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is selected by the participants beforehand, but I would say that this is not quite what 

Grimes seems to mean with his characteristic; instead, I think that he means places and 

times considered sacred for some reason, though I am open to the former interpretation 

of his characteristic. 

Lastly, the character Þórdís in the saga seems to be the primary magical specialist. 

It is, therefore, a "qualified person," meaning that any ritual she performs aligns with 

Grimes' Performance by a Qualified Person. As examined in a few examples now, 

Þórdís is the most knowledgeable character in the saga and perfectly fits the mold of a 

sorceress archetype.90 She understands magic rituals better than any other character in the 

saga, and she is sought after by men for her expertise. In this saga, it seems that the only 

time that a qualified person is required for a ritual is when there is a need for magic, 

meaning knowledge of these practices is likely only held by a few like Þórdís and that 

every other ritual performed is considered common enough that no extra knowledge is 

needed in their Performance. It should also be noted that Þórdís's importance and singular 

knowledge of these magical rituals most likely is inspired by the literary trend in the sagas 

of including a 'good' female witch to aid the protagonist91 and, as far as the sagas are 

concerned, many of these "qualified persons" are women. 

2.4 Conclusion  

Based on the evidence, it seems clear that Kormáks saga does contain multiple 

rituals that can be easily examined using the frameworks of Bell and Grimes. To be clear, 

not every ritual from the saga has been examined here; however, the selection above is 

representative of the most detailed examples of ritual which allows for the establishment 

of a trend or an example of an exception. In my examination, it did become apparent that 

Grimes' characteristic of 'entering a ritual with a Special State of Mind 92 did not seem to 

appear in any tangible form. It is possible to argue that each magic ritual and hólmgang 

requires a Special State of Mind, but there is no clear evidence for that inference. 

Performance and Rule-Governance from Bell play the most significant role in the saga, 

presenting throughout the saga in the form of hólmgangs, and for Performance, 

 
90 Jochens, Jenny. Old Norse Images of Women: , Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 

2016. https://doi-org.ez.statsbiblioteket.dk:12048/10.9783/9781512802818. 113-32 
91 Jochens, Jenny. Old Norse Images of Women: , Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 

2016. https://doi-org.ez.statsbiblioteket.dk:12048/10.9783/9781512802818. 113-32 
92 Grimes. 39 
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specifically magic rituals. A Special Influence and, possibly, Elevation from Grimes are 

equally as prevalent. The remaining characteristics play minor roles in various rituals or 

are not explored by the saga. 
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3 Hrafnkels Saga  

3.1 Saga Origins and Summary 

Hrafnkels saga's first fragment is found in a vellum manuscript, AM 162, dated to 

around the 15th century. The first full version of the saga comes from a paper manuscript, 

AM 551 c 4to.93 Hermann Pálsson dates this saga to before 1264,94 making it a classical 

saga, and mentions that “E. V. Gordon and Sigurður Nordal have shown that the saga is 

unreliable as a historical source, yet both insist on treating it as if it were primarily a 

record of past events.”95 I tend to agree with this is assessment of the saga, however, the 

date of origin will not play a major role in this analysis. Although, it should be said now 

that Hrafnkels saga being one of the early sagas would add weight to the relationship 

between Hrafnkel and Frey, a major consideration for this study.  

 The saga's narrative follows the life of Hrafnkel, a wealthy landowner in Iceland. 

Hrafnkel is a devotee of Frey and dedicates a temple and his horse, Freyfaxi, to the god. 

A neighbor of Hrafnkel, Þorbjörn, sends his son Einar to work for Hranfkel who hires 

him as a shepherd. He is told explicitly to never ride Freyfaxi because of his oath to Frey. 

Despite this warning, Einar chooses to ride Freyfaxi while searching for a flock of sheep. 

Hrafnkel realizes this and immediately goes off and kills Einar. Þorbjǫrn hears of his son's 

death and goes to Hrafnkel for recompense. Hrafnkel is well known for never wergild for 

slayings; however, this time, Hrafnkel offers to fund Þorbjörn's homestead for the rest of 

their lives in payment for the loss of his son. Þorbjǫrn immediately chooses revenge over 

comfort and goes to everyone he can think of for aid. All refuse him except his cousin 

Sámr who takes the case out of a sense of duty to his family. They declare their case and 

summon Hrafnkel to the Alþing. 

 At the Alþing, Sámr seeks support from every chieftain in attendance, but all 

refuse him because they see little chance of succeeding against Hrafnkel and do not 

believe there is much reward in it for them. It is not until a chance meeting with Þorkell 

Þjóstarsson, the brother of a powerful landowner (Þorgeirr), that Sámr and Þorbjǫrn have 

a chance at victory in the case. Through a mix of luck, subterfuge, and rhetoric, Sámr and 

 
93 Hrafnkels Saga. 262. The editor here notes that the paper manuscript is dated to 1640. 
94 Translators also seem to agree with a date near this: The Sagas of Icelanders list the possible date of 

origination for this saga at 1280-1350.  
95 Hermann Pálsson. Art and Ethics in Hrafnkel’s Saga. Munksgaard, Copenhagen. 1971. 15 
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Þorbjǫrn prevail and are given confiscation rights over Hrafnkel's property. Þorkell, 

Þorgeirr, Sámr and Þorbjǫrn leave the Alþing and head to Hrafnkel’s farm with a group 

of men. They ambush the farm and string up Hrafnkel with his men, and Sámr offers 

Hranfkel death or a lesser life. Hrafnkel chooses life and finds land elsewhere. At this 

point, Sámr's brother, Eyvindr, returns home, and Hrafnkel, sensing an opportunity, slays 

Eyvindr and ambushes Sámr at Hranfkel's old home. Hranfkel offers Sámr the same 

choice offered to him, and Sámr also chooses life and ends up worse off than before the 

lawsuit. Hranfkel goes on living at his old home in a much-improved state. 

 Hrafnkels saga, unlike many other sagas family sagas, seems closer to a character 

study examining Hrafnkel as a human with unique motivations rather than as a landowner, 

first settler, or any other archetype he could be labeled; an idea also expressed by 

Andersson who says “The saga is conceived not as the outgrowth of Hrafnkel's 

personality, but as the history and reform of his personality; he is purged by the action.”96 

This saga takes the time to explore Hrafnkel's relationship with Frey and his 

transformation from a devoted follower to a scorned believer. The most common rituals 

in the saga deal with legal proceedings and Hrafnkel's interactions with his god. 

3.2 Bell Analysis 

As understood by Bell, Formalism plays a key role throughout the legal processes 

in Hrafnkels Saga. It is especially evident at the beginning of the process when Hrafnkel 

is summoned to trial at the Alþing. Sámr, a relative of the slain and the leader of the suet 

against Hrafnkel, must summon Hrafnkel to the Alþing and according to the text, “Sámur 

lætur taka sér hest ok ríður upp eftir dal ok ríður á bæ einn ok lýsir víginu - fær sér menn 

- á hendur Hrafnkeli.”97 [Sámr had taken his horse and rode up on top of the dale and rode 

to that farm – he gathered some men there – and he declared Hrafnkel responsible.] Here, 

the Formal action is the legal context in which this meeting of neighbors takes place. This 

aligns with Bell's definition of Formalism by "limiting or curbing how something can be 

expressed," which, "simultaneously influence[s] what can be expressed Sámr must 

perform this summons as defined legally in the saga and with witnesses present; there is 

 
96 Andersson, Theodore M.. The Icelandic Family Saga: An Analytic Reading. Cambridge, MA and 

London, England: Harvard University Press, 2013. https://doi-
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97 Hrafnkels Saga. 75 
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no room for a mistake, limiting what he can express. In fact, I believe that any legal action 

qualifies as Formalism because it requires that certain words and actions be used in a 

socially awkward way in any other context. This is also very different from the other 

casual scenes in the saga, such as the initial meeting. Þorkell, Þorgeirr, Sámr and Þorbjörn, 

a scene that evokes humor more than formality. Action is molded into formality here and 

in the following scene at the Alþing where those participating in this legal action 

knowingly enter a liminal space, a þing site in this case, places "where worlds met and 

lives were transformed,"98 something certainly true of this part of the saga, and something 

which encourages only a certain set of acceptable social actions. Just as the divorce in 

Kormáks saga appeared as a scripted scene, so to does the þing scene here. 

  Another characteristic present in the legal sequence of the saga 

is Traditionalism. Traditions and legal practices often complement one another, and it is 

no surprise that this characteristic can be identified in the saga. Looking at wider Iceland, 

the role of lawspeaker embodies Bell's definition of Traditionalism. In the saga, tradition 

is best exemplified when Sámr gains the support of Þorgeir and Þorkell, which allows 

him to present a case which earns him the support of the audience at the Alþing. 

According to the text, Sámr “gekk þá djarflega að dóminum. Hann hefur þegar upp 

vottnefnu ok sótti mál sitt að réttum landslögum á hendur Hrafnkeli goða, miskviðalaust 

með skörulegum flutningi.”99 [went then boldly to court. He called up to them witnesses 

and pursued his case well along the laws of the land against Hrafnkel goði, without fault 

and most powerfully.] It seems the reason Sámr succeeds is not that he is right, though 

the text does mention he followed the law well, it seems more likely his support gained 

from the crowd is what indeed won him the case considering it is their blocking of the 

court that keeps Hrafnkel from defending himself. Not only this but there is also the use 

of the law rock by Sámr, “Þá kveður Sámur upp menn sína ok gengur til Lögbergs,”100 

[then called Sámr up his men and went to the Law rock,] which is a gesture to a 

Traditional legal practice as well as the Invocation of a symbol of the law. This aspect of 

tradition most closely follows Bell's example of the use of wigs and robes in British 

courts,101 symbolic adornments, in this case, a symbolic platform, which adds an austere 
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element to the legal practice. It seems that if not for his utilization of this Traditional 

platform, Sámr would never have prevailed in his case. Also, the usage of this central 

location of the lögberg at the Alþing is another example of an interaction with the liminal, 

creating "portals of a kind in which one could communicate with the other world, and in 

which the other world had access to ours,”102 meaning that by using this traditional 'altar,' 

a place that is "a symbol of the centrality and the irreducible durability of the law,”103 

Sámr can convey his case far more effectively by weaving tradition and liminal. 

Whether or not Invariance can be considered present in the saga depends entirely 

on how invariant one believes the legal system of Iceland to be in the 10th century and 

how invariant the legal actions in the saga appear. An example of Invariance in the saga 

could be when Þorgeir informs the group, “Eigi er maðurinn alsekur, meðan eigi er háður 

féránsdómur, ok hlýtur það að hans heimili að gera. Það skal vera fjórtán nóttum eftir 

vopnatak.”104 [No man is an outlaw, without having held a confiscation court, and that 

has to happen at his home. This should happen fourteen nights after the weapon take this 

is Þorgeir stating the law as it exists in the saga and that, to me, constitutes an Invariance 

in ritual. The fact that a person is not outlawed until after the "vopnatak" means a ritual 

is required before this legal process is complete. This most aligns with Bell's description 

of Invariance in a ritual not just being repetitious but being "punctiliousness"105 by nature. 

If Sámr and his party do not perform the weapon take as required, Hrafnkel will not be 

outlawed. I also think that Invariance plays no other major role in the saga based on the 

available evidence. The example presented above is the only time Invariance that seems 

to be implied in this saga, though, William Miller adds a point which might strengthen 

the argument for Invariance, describing how Medieval Icelandic children invented several 

plays and games based on legal processes to "[train] the population in the basic procedure 

of the Things,"106 meaning that the invariable procedure of the law was culturally relevant 

enough for children to make a game of practicing it. One major problem with Invariance 

and the law is the implicit demand that the ritual process is performed in the same way 

every time with some expectation that the same outcome will occur every time: something 

that is often not the case in the legal proceedings of saga Iceland.  
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 Sacral Symbolism is shown clearly in the text at least once in the beginning of 

chapter 3 when Hrafnkel is described as having a horse which he values above all his 

other animals and that “[h]ann gaf Frey, vin sínum, þann hest hálfan. Á þessum hesti hafði 

hann svo mikla elsku, að hann strengdi þess heit, að hann skyldi þeim manni að bana 

verða, sem honum riði án hans vilja.”107 [he gave Frey, keeping then half the horse. And 

this horse he considered so great a love, that he made an oath, swearing he should cause 

the death of any man who rides the horse without his permission.] The Sacral Symbolism 

here is in the Invocation of Frey and the swearing of an oath, representing a figurative 

bind compelling a person to a certain action or inaction. The sacred here is two-fold; one 

is Hrafnkel's patron deity, the other is Hrafnkel's honor binding him to his agreement. The 

application of Bell's characteristic here allows the reader to view such an action in a 

harsher light; Hrafnkel is bound by the sacred, not just by an enigmatic deity the author 

only ever references. In a way, this characteristic's application complicates Hrafnkel's 

oath and adds a layer to his actions demonstrating that he was only in partial control, 

perhaps only "half." 

 After the legal proceedings, Sámr wins his case against Hrafnkel and can steal 

away all Hrafnkel's possessions, including Freyfaxi. Sámr, bearing some hate for the 

horse which killed his cousin, Performatively executes the horse with some of his 

followers. According to the text, 

“Þeir leiða nú hestinn ofan eftir vellinum. Einn hamar stendur niður við ána, en 

fyrir framan hylur djúpur. Þar leiða þeir nú hestinn fram á hamarinn. Þjóstarssynir 

drógu fat eitt á höfuð hestinum, taka síðan háar stengur ok hrinda hestinum af 

fram, binda stein við hálsinn ok týndu honum svo. Heitir þar síðan Freyfaxahamar. 

Þar ofan frá standa goðahús þau, er Hrafnkell hafði átt. Þorkell vildi koma þar. 

Lét hann fletta goðin öll. Eftir það lætur hann leggja eld í goðahúsið ok brenna 

allt saman.”108 

[They led now the horse over the field. By the river there stood a big rock, and 

below there was a deep pit in the water. There they led now the horse to the rock. 

The sons of Þjóstar pulled a bag over the head of the horse, put a stoned around 

his neck and took poles which they pushed the horse over the edge. That place is 

called Freyfaxahamar. There above stood the temple that had been built by 

Hrafnkel. Þorkell wanted to come there. He took down and stripped all the gods. 

After that he set the temple on fire and burned all that was there.] 
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Based on the evidence the text provides, the intent of the actions is not simply to destroy 

the things that represent Hrafnkel and Frey but to show to all those nearby that these two 

are no longer in control of the land. Freyfaxi is killed in a way which "communicate[s] 

on multiple sensory levels,"109 as does the looting and burning of the temple, and the only 

aspect of performance that might be missing is an audience to witness the acts. There is 

the possibility that the intended audience might not be anyone physically present. 

However, the god Frey and these performative acts are meant to insult Hrafnkel and his 

patron deity. Also, it does not take much of an assumption that any nearby Icelanders 

would witness a hof's incineration. 

3.3 Grimes Analysis 

Repetition is present in the scene where Þorgeir recites the necessary components 

of the confiscation court process. The fact that Þorgeir can recite how this legal process 

is supposed to be performed must mean that it has been performed previously. However, 

whether reciting a legal process would count as Repetition is debatable. It seems that in 

this instance, it is really up to the reader's determination whether it is believed that this 

confiscation court has been a thing held regularly when legally required or if this instance 

of ritual is unique, though, as pointed out earlier, Miller does point to an example of 

children playing a game related to legal processes meaning that these are things repeated 

many times in the life of an Icelander. To complicate the matter further, let us examine a 

later scene in which Hrafnkel performs his confiscation court, mirroring Sámr's even 

offering him the same deal of a disgraced life or death.110 Like the previous example, it 

is uncertain whether this scene would constitute Repetition in a ritual sense, though it is 

undoubtedly an instance of literary Repetition. Instead, it would be safer to assume that 

the larger ritual gathering of the Alþing is repeated, which we have enough evidence of 

outside of the saga, and that the usage of this ritualized meeting is evidence of Grimes's 

Repetition in Hrafnkels Saga, meaning that, though there is little direct evidence of 

Repetition in this one saga (only one þing meeting is mentioned), there is more than 

enough evidence to argue Repetition's presence. 
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Continuing with this example, Prescription in Hrafnkels Saga is easily argued if 

one allows that the oral tradition of the law and its conveyance is Prescription. This is 

best demonstrated using the same example as the previous paragraph. It seems that 

Þorgeir's purpose here is to ensure that the vopnatak is "performed in the proper way."111 

Unlike Repetition, Prescription is more easily argued to exist throughout the saga because 

the laws which the characters follow must be codified in some way, qualifying these 

transmissions as Prescription. Not only this, but the larger legal process Sámr engages in 

must also be prescribed in some way; otherwise, how would any of these actors know 

how to go about a suit? For a saga that uses so many words to detail its legal proceedings, 

it is clear Prescription plays a crucial role in the performance of these legal actions and 

leaves space for more discussion on the methods by which these laws and procedures are 

prescribed. 

   The prime moving element of the plot of Hrafnkels Saga is Hranfkel's vow 

sworn early in the text, swearing half his horse to Frey. This swearing of an oath is a clear 

example of Grimes' Elevation. In another text discussing only Hrafnkels Saga, William 

Miller points out how this vow to Frey was sealed with the "sacrifice" of Freyfaxi entails 

a co-ownership of Hrankels estate and that this co-ownership involved reciprocity; 

Hrankel swore to kill anyone who would ride Freyfaxi and Frey would "make return gifts, 

if, that is, he accepts the gifts (Freyfaxi)."112 By directly involving a god in the functioning 

of his property, Hrafnkel elevates this ritual and the entirety of his economic and personal 

life. This means that the saga that the feud Hrafnkel begins is not started over the riding 

of a horse, but the violation of an oath Hrafnkel staked all his possessions. To ignore his 

end of the oath would have meant the end of the prosperity he enjoyed and the de-

elevation of his property from its near holy place. 

  One ritual in Hrafnkels Saga undoubtedly shows Grimes's Singularization, and 

it is Hrafnkel's vow to Freyr. How this vow is singularized is that it can seemingly only 

be sworn once and never revoked. Hrafnkel most certainly understands what he is doing 

when he swears the oath to Frey and, as Miller notes, a vow like this "is the kind of self-

binding that holds us in a vice,”113 and that this vow is best captured by "heitstrenging," 
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which is exactly how the author twice indicates Hrafnkel's self-binding, once when he 

makes the vow, and then when he fulfills it."114 Despite being a singularized event, the 

initial vow ritual develops into a layered interaction between the god Frey and Hrafnkel, 

where Hrafnkel seemingly gains prosperity until he must fulfill his vow. Also, it is 

interesting to note that Hrafnkel's prosperity, or favor, ends after he has fulfilled his oath 

in what seems to be a twist of this bargain where it ends after he has fulfilled his part. 

Singularization, as a characteristic, affects this ritual further in that it seems to be an action 

that can never be revoked. Hrafnkel swears this oath with no way of release, and therefore 

he fulfills his part. 

Continuing with this vow ritual example, Hrafnkel's seems to enter it with a "non-

ordinary attitude,"115 (a Special State of Mind) he is supposedly swearing this oath 

directly to his patron deity, so, though it is not stated, it seems likely that he would not 

think the same way during this oath swearing as he would on any given day. The state of 

mind he most likely adopts is suited to forming a contract and conversing with a god. 

However, this state of mind is not expressed by the narrative, nor does it seem to play any 

key role in the swearing of this oath. It can also be argued that Sámr entered a Special 

State of Mind during his legal argument against Hrafnkel. However, just as the vow 

ceremony, there is no evidence for this Special State of Mind, and I think this 

characteristic is of little importance to the saga. 

 Just like the Special State of Mind above, Invocation is present in Hrafnkel's vow 

scene. During the scenes involving the law, it seems the power being invoked is the law 

itself. It may seem like a weak form of Invocation; however, the emphasis on the legal 

process and carrying out the law exactly seems to indicate that the law is something 

respected by Icelanders to some degree, especially at the Alþing, which is a place and 

event focused on the law. Hrafnkel's oath, on the other hand, clearly invokes both Freyr 

and Hrafnkel's honor. Not only that but the general sacredness of horses in pre-

Scandinavian society should not be disregarded. As noted by H. R. Davidson, "horse 

sacrifice, which was of great importance in the Migration period and later, may well have 

been linked with him,"116 and, according to Kristina Jennbert, "Horses are excavated in 
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pre-Christian graves, and together with dogs they are the most common animal found 

buried in graves of their own."117 This indicates that the usage of Freyfaxi by Hrafnkel is 

layered with sacred undertones also sworn to protect an animal that is considered valuable 

and sacred enough to be used in numerous burial sites throughout Scandinavia and 

sacrificial animals.118 By viewing this ritual as one involving the Invocation of the sacred, 

it adds an entire sphere of religiosity to the slaying of Einar, perhaps making it another of 

these sacrifices, reaffirming Hrafnkel's oath to Frey. Further, this oath not only included 

a bond of action on Hrafnkel but also his position as Freys goði, a title indicating his 

devotion and position as priest dedicated to Frey. This eponym is not so dissimilar to 

names in Eyrbyggja saga where many of the main characters are named after Þórr, 

essentially sacrificing their identity and invoking a god, “legitimiz[ing] their dominant 

position in a public cult in the same way that kings used their divine descent in 

Scandinavia,”119 this naming certainly fortified the position of the Þórr’s men in 

Eyrbyggja saga just as it strengthened Hrafnkel’s position. 

 The oath sworn by Hrafnkel influences his actions by forcing him to fulfill his part 

of the vow, though it is hard to say whether this constitutes the Special Influence meant 

by Grimes. Looking at the scene where Hrafnkel confronts Einar, Hrafnkel asks Einar 

why he had ridden Freyfaxi despite being aware of the vow and says, “Þar mundi eg hafa 

gefið þér upp eina sök, ef eg hefði eigi svo mikið um mælt; en þó hefir þú vel við 

gengið,”120 [I would have forgiven you for this one transgression, if I had not so greatly 

spoke / promised; and you have owed up well with this confession]  and from this 

Hrafnkel tells Einar and the reader that he has no personal wish to kill Einar and it is the 

vow he owes to Frey which compels him to act as he does. This would mean that in some 

way, it is Frey's special influence over Hrafnkel is what causes the entire conflict of the 

saga.  

 Style, as a facet of ritual design, does seem to be a characteristic of a scene in the 

saga; the killing of Freyfaxi and the burning of the temple. In the scene discussed under 
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Bell's Performance (where Freyfaxi is thrown off a cliff and the temple burned), we see a 

flamboyant ritual esque killing and, as argued in that section, noticeable to anyone nearby. 

What stands out as the most stylized action is the stripping and burning of the temple, and 

what makes this stylish is, one, the actual burning of the temple, which would have been 

a great fire akin to hall burnings, an event most likely visible from a great distance, and, 

two, the amount of wealth left behind after stripping the temple. As for the slaying of 

Freyfaxi, how it is performed, while not necessarily stylish, does seem to be in an overly 

performative way which might constitute the "flare" Grimes mentions in his article and, 

looking at Miller's text again, perhaps part of the reason for the use of a high cliff is not 

just so the horse dies but so that both owners of the horse, Hrafnkel and Frey, see the 

death of what is "a form of the god himself, some avatar or instantiation of him.”121 By 

killing the horse, Sámr has killed the other owner of the farm as well.122 Here, style plays 

an even greater role than usual because another of Sámr's desires is to fully replace 

Hrafnkel, which can only be done utilizing style. 

 Time and Place are both important in the conducting of all the legal proceedings 

in the saga. As pointed out throughout this section, many legal procedures or rituals 

require certain temporal and setting conditions to be met in order for them to be carried 

out appropriately. Other than this, the Alþing in the saga, though it is not specified by the 

text, takes place in a certain place at a certain time of year, meaning that time and place 

are required for the performance of this ritual. Understanding the limitations of time and 

place regarding the Alþing can aid in analyzing why Sámr's legal actions happen when 

they and why there is some urgency for Þorbjǫrn to enlist aid in his suit. 

3.4 Conclusion 

Hrafnkels Saga Hrafnkels Saga is a narrative that focuses far more on legal process 

and a single person's life. It is very different from other sagas in how it portrays an 

individual's relationship with a pre-Christian Scandinavian figure like Freyr, and the vow 

Hrafnkel swears to Freyr has such an impact on the narrative that it drives much of the 

plot. Other sagas feature personal relationships with the gods, but few if any, tell a story 

of a character devoting themselves to a god only to resent this same being later. Of the 

 
121 Miller. Hrafnkel. 44 
122 Miller describes Freyr in this instance as a co-owner of sorts with Hrafnkel and that by taking Hrafnkel’s 

farm, Sámr has also taken from Freyr. Hrafnkel. 43-44 
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characteristics examined, Grimes's Performance by a Qualified Person and Special 

Influence does not appear evident or do not play a major role in the saga. Of Bell's 

characteristics, invariance plays only a minor role, and rule-governance, it can be argued, 

plays either a significant role throughout the saga or no role at all. The argument for or 

against rule-governance is based entirely on whether it is accepted that laws function just 

as Bell defines "rules" as functioning. Based on the definition provided by Bell, it seems 

that laws would function too broadly outside of ritualized actions to be considered as 

"rules." I would not consider laws as rules simply because that would open the door to an 

argument that any and every activity is ritualized because laws are always present 

regardless of whether one even thinks about these laws. In contrast, rule-governance 

seems to only account for rules in scenarios where those rules must be known during the 

ritual and that these same rules have immediate consequences when broken. One of the 

broad examples Bell uses in her definition is "contests in which violent chaos is barely 

held in check by complex codes of orchestration,”123 and it seems that Bell would mostly 

agree with my interpretation of this definition.  

 
123 Bell. 153 
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4 Eiríks saga rauða 

4.1 Saga Origins and Summary 

Eiríks saga rauða details Eríkr rauði's settlement of Greenland as well as his son, 

Leif Erikson's, voyage to Vinland. The saga itself is dated to around 1230124 and is present 

in both Hauksbók and Skálholtsbók. As stated in a translation of Eiríks saga rauða, "the 

typical saga conflicts and feuds play scant part in this story,”125 and instead the saga 

follows the adventures of its protagonists and focuses far more on the otherworldly nature 

of the lands outside Iceland. Keneva Kunz in The Sagas of Icelanders notes the likely oral 

origin of the Vinland Sagas which adds an air of greater authenticity to the narrative.126 

The saga’s date of origin seems solid enough and because of how early it was written it 

is more than likely the events and rituals within, while stylized to a great degree, reflect 

a believed reality. 

The saga opens with a brief episode set during the settlement of Iceland. This serves 

as a way to ground the saga in familiar territory for those familiar with other sagas and 

connect the people of this saga to the early settlers. During this section of the text, the 

stories of some of the first settlers of Iceland are conveyed. This saga, and its twin 

Grœnlendinga saga, diverge from other saga narratives in that they explore lands never 

seen before while reflecting native Iceland and its own settlement, mirroring what early 

settlers experienced. 

The saga moves quickly away from Iceland, telling of Eríkr's outlawry from 

Iceland and his search for land further away in Greenland. Greenland turns out to be a 

mostly inhospitable land with some habitable coastlines, which Eríkr quickly claims and 

names, just as the early settlers of Iceland. The region he settles he names after himself, 

Eiríksfjord. The wider land of Greenland was named to attract more settlers. 

Life in Greenland appears to go well enough until a year of poor food yields 

convinces these settlers to seek the aid of a völva. This leads to one of the unique scenes 

in all of the sagas; a ritual where this völva contacts the deceased to know the future. This 

 
124 Ólason, Vésteinn. “Family Sagas.” In A Companion to Old Norse‐Icelandic Literature and Culture, 

101–118. Oxford, UK: Blackwell Publishing Ltd, 2004. 114 
125 Viðar Hreinsson. The Complete Sagas of Icelanders :  Including 49 Tales /  5. Reykjavík: Leifur 

Eiríksson, 1997. pg. 1 
126 Kunz, Keneva. “The Vinland Sagas Introduction.” The Sagas of Icelanders. ed. Örnólfur Thorsson, 

Bernard Scudder. Leifur Eriksson Publishing, 1997. 626 
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scene seems somewhat out of place compared to the rest of the saga following the scene. 

The saga continues with a new adventure from the point of view of the next generation; 

Leif Erikson, Þorsteinn, and Guðríð. From their perspective, the journey to Vinland and 

the encounter with the skrælings is given. After this, the saga ends by detailing the final 

events in the lives of Leif Erikson and Guðríð. 

This saga, perhaps similar to Eyrbyggja saga, spends a great deal of time telling 

the story of a few important people and explaining some pre-Christian rituals and their 

effects on the local community. Interestingly, one of the most distinctive features of this 

saga is that it takes place entirely in an unsettled land and is similar to Landnámabók in 

that way. The most unique scene in the saga, besides the encounter with the skrælings, is 

the völva scene, and this section of the text will be examined below. This will be a slight 

change in style from the earlier chapters of this thesis, and this is because of the 

significance of the scene and its wealth of insight into ritual practice in the 

Íslendingasögur . Although this decision to only examine one ritual in this saga breaks 

with the methodology of the previous three chapters, I would argue that due to the short 

length of this saga and the complexity of this one ritual, a deep, detail-oriented analysis 

is warranted. 

4.2 Bell Analysis 

Formalism is best exemplified at the beginning of the vǫlva scene when the text 

states,  

“Býðr Þorkell spákonunni heim, ok er henni þar vel fgnat, sem siðr var til, þá er 

við þess háttar konum skyldi taka. Var búit hásæti ok lagt undir hana hægindi; þar 

skyldi í vera hænsafiðri.”127 

[Þorkell asked the seeress to come and that she be given good entertainment while 

there as was the custom when this woman should come. Prepared for her was a 

high seat and a cushion on it. This had chicken feathers put in it.] 

 

The Formal characteristics of this scene are noting the type of woman visiting, the 

insistence on entertaining her, and giving her the high-seat. These decisions are not 

unusual for a wealthy farmer hosting a guest to make; treatment of guests is often 

forefront in the mind in the sagas. However, the fact that this woman is not mentioned as 

 
127 Eiríks saga rauða. pg. 206 
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being wealthy and only brings her prophecy seems representative of this community's 

regard for her. Likely, this treatment is indicative of a payment being made to the seeress 

and relates to Miller's concept of economy presented earlier: "buying and selling was 

hostile; it was something one did with those from a distance, either spatial distance, as 

with Norwegians, or social distance," [3] though this scene is not a simple exchange of 

goods. Based on this, it seems likely that the lavish treatment provided by Þorbjǫrg is the 

community's way of paying for her service without involving money or goods directly. It 

is simply the mode of payment that works best in this case and remains Formal because 

of an understanding by both sides that this is an exchange of goods: good prophecy for 

good treatment. Furthermore, like other exchanges in the sagas, an implicit risk 

underwrites this one: poor treatment would be met with a poor prophecy. Formality is 

what protects against potential harm in these exchanges. 

Traditionalism is invoked twice, and one will be examined here applying Bell. 

Towards the end of this section of the text, the völva Þorbjǫrg describes the ritual she will 

perform to commune with spirits. Shortly before beginning the ritual, the text states, “Hon 

bað ok fá sér konur þær, er kynni fræði þat, sem til seiðsins þarf ok Varðlokur,”128 [She 

asked and found herself there women, who knew those chants, to which seið is done and 

called ward songs] and, needing one more woman, Þorbjǫrg asks Guðríð if she knows 

these same songs and Guðríð replies that her mother taught them to her.129 The fact that 

Guðríð learned the songs from her mother suggests that these songs are more than a 

generation old and have been used for divination in the past. If this is the case, then it is 

likely that these songs form a traditional element at the heart of the ritual, not only 

involving chanting and singing but specific chants and songs that must have been passed 

down. These chants and how they are performed and taught seem like the oral tradition 

Eddic poetry may have been transmitted. Specifically, this is a possible example of 

"performance interaction,"130 an exchange from speaker to listener, and here the speaker 

and listener are Guðríð and her foster mother. This specific form of transmission adds an 

additional Tradition element to the ritual that would not be present without it. 

 
128 Eiríks saga rauða. 206-7 
129 Eiríks saga rauða. 207 
130 Gunnell, Terry. “Eddic Performance and Eddic Audiences.” In A Handbook to Eddic Poetry, 92–113. 

Cambridge University Press, 2016. 93 
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  Invariance, using the same example as Traditionalism, is evident during the 

performance of this divination ritual. Þorbjǫrg requires women to be aware of these 

specific songs because the ritual cannot be appropriately performed without them. There 

is even an indication in the text that Þorbjǫrg will not perform the ritual without these 

women. Not only this, but the costume Þorbjǫrg dons131 while visiting the community 

seems to have a ritualistic function and is required in some way for the ritual to be 

performed. Though there is no mention of the women, Þorbjǫrg enlists wearing any 

particular outfit, which may mean manner of dress is not essential for the ritual.  

 Sacral Symbolism is best shown by these spirits Þorbjǫrg contacts. Based on 

other examples from the sagas, the spirits Þorbjǫrg communicates could be the dead or 

another group of spirits called the landvættir. Landvættir, according to John Lindow, are 

"literally "land wights," the guardian spirits of an area, "132 essentially primordial beings 

which owned the land before settlement. I suggest this as a possibility because the reason 

Þorbjǫrg is asked to perform this ritual is because of a poor growing season133 and 

landvættir are beings typically associated with the untamed land. Many examples outside 

of this saga also point to the sacredness of these beings,134 and based on this, it seems that 

they add this characteristic to the ritual. 

 Performance is the most evident characteristic present in this ritual. The clearest 

of these Performative instances is during the divination portion of the ritual where the 

text states, “Slógu þá konur hring um hjallinn, en Þorbjǫrg sat á uppi. Kvað Guðríðr þá 

kvæðit svá fagrt ok vel, at engi þóttist heyrt hafa með fegri rǫdd kvæði kvæðit, sá er þar 

var hjá.”135 [Then the women formed a ring around the platform, and Þorbjǫrg went on 

 
131 Eiríks saga rauða. pg. 207. “En er hún kom um kveldið ok sá maður er í móti henni var sendur þá var 

hún svo búin að hún hafði yfir sér tuglamöttul blán ok var settur steinum allt í skaut ofan. Hún hafði á hálsi 

sér glertölur. Hún hafði á höfði lambskinnskofra svartan ok við innan kattarskinn hvítt. Staf hafði hún í 

hendi ok var á hnappur. Hann var búinn messingu ok settur steinum ofan um hnappinn. Hún hafði um sig 

hnjóskulinda ok var þar á skjóðupungur mikill. Varðveitti hún þar í töfur þau er hún þurfti til fróðleiks að 

hafa. Hún hafði kálfskinnsskó loðna á fótum ok í þvengi langa ok sterklega, látúnshnappar miklir á 

endunum. Hún hafði á höndum sér kattskinnsglófa ok voru hvítir innan ok loðnir.” 
132 Lindow, John. "Landvættir." In Encyclopedia of Religion, 2nd ed., edited by Lindsay Jones, 5299. Vol. 

8. Detroit, MI: Macmillan Reference USA, 2005. Gale eBooks (accessed September 6, 

2021). https://link.gale.com/apps/doc/CX3424501780/GVRL?u=aaruniv&sid=bookmark-

GVRL&xid=f39dd89d. 
133 Eiríks saga rauða. 207 
134 There are also multiple examples of Icelanders either treating these beings with respect or seeking their 

support against an enemy that Lindow points out: i.e., Landnámabók mentions a law regarding dragon 

ornaments and their affects on the landvættir. 
135 Eiríks saga rauða. 208 
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top of it. Spoke Guðríð then the song so beautiful and well, that the people thought to 

themselves that they had not heard this song sung so beautiful before.] In this instance, 

Performance is exhibited in two ways: the women take places in a ring and begin to do 

what they were directed to do, and there is an audience. Importantly, it seems that this 

ritual is performed properly. However, it is performed so well that Guðríð is 

complimented on her voice, showing that this audience is involved in the performance by 

judging the quality of the ritual. One significant aspect of Performance exemplified in 

this ritual is something mentioned by Terry Gunnell in his article "Spaces, Places, and 

Liminality, "the "transformation "and "transportation "136 of the audience as well as the 

liminality of the entire performance where Þorbjǫrg is trying to communicate with a world 

of spirits. By making this ritual a Performance, Þorbjǫrg can draw out the prophecy she 

is seeing and make the audience believe she has gained the answers they seek. This is an 

idea which echoes the concept of  “Utmark” explored in an article by Gro Steinsland 

where they identify a possible parallel between the “outfield” and an “Utgard,” places 

associated without order, and an inner home with “Miðgarðr,” places associated with 

humans and order, and it is this analysis which I believe best explains the traditional 

element of the ritual because if this analysis is accepted then it is possible “the myths and 

the everyday practices seem to have corresponded in some ways.”137 Viewing this 

practice as one of tradition also adds further meaning to the ritual by compounding this 

more practical observation of defining the inside and outside boundaries but also as 

connecting this untamed land with traditions derived from the tamed territories of 

Scandinavia. 

4.3 Grimes Analysis 

Elevation plays a role in the ritual at least twice, once when Þorbjǫrg is given the 

high-seat and again when she places herself upon a platform. What this means in both 

cases, however, is quite different. When Þorbjǫrg is given the high seat, the community 

and her host, Þorkel, wish that she be treated as an equal of Þorkel. It is to honor Þorbjǫrg 

and to show her and the community her importance. When Þorbjǫrg is on the platform 

 
136 Gunnell, T. (2019). “Spaces, Places, and Liminality: Marking out and Meeting the Dead and the 

Supernatural in Old Nordic Landscapes.” In M. Egeler (Ed.), Landscape and Myth in North-Western 

Europe. Turnhout: Brepols. pg. 26-28 
137 Steinsland, Gro. “The late Iron Age Worldview and the Concept of ‘Utmark.’” UBAS International 1. 

2005. 145 
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for the ritual, it is most likely so that she may better commune with spirits or for some 

other ritual-related reason. Regardless of the specifics, being raised above others in a 

performative context would allow spectators to better view what one may consider most 

important. Perhaps Þorbjǫrg wished that the audience see what she is doing while hearing 

Guðríð chant. 

 Using the same example as Grimes's tradition, Repetition seems most evident in 

Þorbjǫrg repeating a ritual that we may assume resembles the one described in different 

communities every year. She has often repeated this ritual, that she is well known for 

having the powers required to perform it. Not only this but it can also be guessed that the 

steps and process of this ritual are known to those other than Þorbjǫrg because Guðríð 

knows the proper chants for the ritual. 

 Prescription is evident based on the assumption that Þorbjǫrg instructed the 

women on what to do during the ritual. It seems safe to assume this, considering the 

women in the community did not know any of these songs for the ritual except Guðríð. 

So, it is most likely that Þorbjǫrg told the women exactly what to do during the ritual. Not 

only this, but Guðríð learned of the chants she knows from her foster mother, transmitting 

this knowledge in a way that aligns with prescription. This is significant because 

 Style is easily argued to be present in how Þorbjǫrg dresses during her visit to the 

community. The text states,  

“En er hún kom um kveldið ok sá maður er í móti henni var sendur þá var hún svo 

búin að hún hafði yfir sér tuglamöttul blán ok var settur steinum allt í skaut ofan. 

Hún hafði á hálsi sér glertölur. Hún hafði á höfði lambskinnskofra svartan ok við 

innan kattarskinn hvítt. Staf hafði hún í hendi ok var á hnappur.  

 

[And when she came one evening and some man had been sent for her was she so 

dressed that she had on a black mantle with a strap and had set in it all sorts of 

precious stones. She had a necklace of glass beads. She also wore on her head 

lambskin and with a lining of cat skin in it. A staff she had in hand and had a knob 

on it.] 

 

This dress, as you may imagine, is made of precious items fit better for the wife of a 

wealthy landowner rather than a traveling diviner. It may be that these items were gifts 

for her performances at other farmsteads. Not only does Þorbjǫrg dress in what the 

members of this community may consider a costume, but she also uses utensils crafted in 
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a unique way that the saga mentions it.138 It seems that Þorbjǫrg crafted an appearance 

that could easily be identified as one appropriate for ritual performance or intended to 

facilitate this ritual. In addition, the materials mentioned by the saga used on her outfit 

would all have been considered precious items; perhaps they were gifts from past patrons 

of hers. Although, as pointed out in the section on performance, no other woman involved 

in this ritual wears a costume. Perhaps this is because a costume is only required by the 

person conducting the ritual: the person who communicates with the spirits, in this case. 

 A Special State of Mind and Invocation are both present during the divination 

ritual when the women begin chanting and the völva first arrives. It seems that it is 

Þorbjorg’s arrival that transforms this living space into a ritual space. This transformation 

is best seen from the way people treat Þorbjǫrg after her arrival and aligns well with the 

previously discussed transformation of space discussed by Terry Gunnell,139 and here 

again the entire community seems to enter a liminal state to accommodate the ritual.  

During the chanting portion of the ritual, the goal is to contact "spirits," referred to as 

“náttúrur” by Þorbjorg,  an Invocation of these supernatural beings which will implant a 

vision in her mind. This invocation seems no different than the Invocation of the àlfar in 

Kormáks saga where similar spirits were beseeched to provide a boon. Perhaps these 

“náttúrur” are àlfar or even landvættir; it would certainly align with the region’s status as 

a newly settled land like early Iceland’s. There is a strong connection between landvættir 

and untamed land, “Iceland's status as a newly discovered and settled land… the 

supernatural ‘owners’ of nature had previously ruled unhindered by humans,”140 and now 

that this region is settled there is an unexplained failing of crops, perhaps an effect of the 

settlement? Now, to know when these hardships will end, the people of the community 

use Þorbjǫrg who in turn invokes the landvættir, using the original inhabitants of the land 

to see into the future of the community.  

 
138 Complete Sagas of Icelanders. “She had a spoon of brass and a knife with an ivory shaft, its two halves 

clasped with bronze bands, and the point of which had broken off.” 

 
139 Gunnell, T. (2019). “Spaces, Places, and Liminality: Marking out and Meeting the Dead and the 

Supernatural in Old Nordic Landscapes.” In M. Egeler (Ed.), Landscape and Myth in North-Western 

Europe. Turnhout: Brepols. pg. 26-28 
140 Lindow, John. "Landvættir." In Encyclopedia of Religion, 2nd ed., edited by Lindsay Jones, 5299. Vol. 

8. Detroit, MI: Macmillan Reference USA, 2005. Gale eBooks (accessed August 10, 2021). 

https://link.gale.com/apps/doc/CX3424501780/GVRL?u=aaruniv&sid=bookmark-

GVRL&xid=f39dd89d. 

https://link.gale.com/apps/doc/CX3424501780/GVRL?u=aaruniv&sid=bookmark-GVRL&xid=f39dd89d
https://link.gale.com/apps/doc/CX3424501780/GVRL?u=aaruniv&sid=bookmark-GVRL&xid=f39dd89d
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Following the performance of the divination ritual, Þorbjǫrg recieves a prophecy that 

she conveys to the audience. This seems to be an instance of Special Influence in two 

ways: the gift of prophecy to Þorbjǫrg, and Guðríð’s performance’s effect on the náttúrur. 

The first two of these are interconnected. The text says of Þorbjǫrg, “Spákonan þakkar 

henni kvæðit ok kvað margar þær náttúrur nú til hafa sótt ok þykkja fagrt at heyra, er 

kvæðit var svá vel flutt,”141 [The seeress thanked her for her song and said there were 

many spirits brought out now who thought her song was so well done,] this shows that it 

was, in Þorbjǫrg’s opinion, Guðríð’s talent which made the ritual so successful and if not 

for her song’s quality many of the spirits would not have been drawn out. Following this, 

Þorbjǫrg conveys her prophecy to the locals and, according to the text, it all came true; 

“gekk þat ok lítt í tauma, er hon sagði.”142 The Special Influence here seems to be entirely 

the effect of Guðríð’s performance’s which then Influence’s Þorbjǫrg by ensuring she 

may relay prophecies. So, in a way the entire ritual depended more on Guðríð than 

Þorbjǫrg. 

A Special Place and Time is an arguable aspect of this ritual because, as the text 

states, Þorbjǫrg only visits farmsteads in the winter.143 This could mean either Þorbjǫrg 

preference is to visits farmsteads in the winter, ruling out this characteristic, or that 

Þorbjǫrg can only performs the ritual in the winter, which I believe to be the case. It would 

make quite a bit of sense if this ritual could only be performed in the winter because of 

its liminal nature. Winter is the time for such rituals in the sagas, which may have 

coincided with the winter nights celebration.144 

Performance by a Qualified Person is perhaps the easiest characteristic to prove. 

As with Kormáks Saga, the person performing the ritual here is a sorceress and 

recognized by all in this community as someone with the appropriate skills to perform. 

Neil Price also considers Þorbjǫrg a worker of seiðr and points to this scene as one of the 

best examples of this practice,145 however, Price earlier is his text defines a separate form 

of magic call “galdr,” which, “focus[es] on a characteristic type of high-pitched singing,” 

 
141 Eiríks saga rauða. 208 
142 Eiríks saga rauða. 209 
143 Eiríks saga rauða. 206 
144 The Álfablót example discussed in chapter 2, an example related by Sighvatr in Austrfararvisur, took 

place during the winter.  
145 Price, Neil. The Viking Way: Magic and Mind in Late Iron Age Scandinavia. 2, 2nd Edition. Oxbow 

Books, 2019. 39-42 
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just as here in Eiríks saga rauða. Perhaps singing is an aspect of galdr which also presents 

in seiðr, or perhaps this scene mixes two forms of magic together in one performance. In 

either case Þorbjǫrg bears knowledge unavailable to just any saga character, but she is 

not alone. There is an additional Qualified Person: Guðríð. Her character might be best 

seen as an apprentice of sorts to Þorbjǫrg both of whom bear the entire weight of the ritual 

knowledge in the divination ceremony, and Neil Price seems to agree with this.146 

4.4 Conclusion  

Eiríks saga rauða details one of the most unique saga rituals available in the corpus. 

As shown above, this ritual hits nearly every characteristic of Bell and Grimes, a thing 

which almost no other singular ritual does. Of Bell's characteristics, Rule-Governance 

does not play a major role in this ritual nor the rest of the saga. There are no mentions of 

any hólmganga nor games in the saga, two types of ritual which exemplify this 

characteristic and appear in many of the sagas. Grimes's characteristics are present in this 

ritual, but many do not appear elsewhere in the saga. This is quite significant and shows 

that Grimes has identified characteristics that may work best for saga rituals more detailed 

by the saga author or that deal with magic specifically. It also shows the complexity of 

the description of this ritual in Eiríks saga rauða that so many characteristics can be 

identified, telling us that the saga author put quite some effort into either relating this 

ritual he had been told about or inventing it completely.  

  

 
146 The Viking Way. 82. He refers to seiðr utilizing either one or two performers with the two person form 

involving an assistant.  
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5 Part II Typological Analysis: Funerary Rituals 

5.1 Introduction 

Part II of this thesis, as stated in the introduction, broadens focus, and serves as a 

typological analysis of all eight sagas: the three sagas examined in Part I, and five other 

sagas; Gísla saga Súrssonar, Droplaugarsona saga, Hallfreðar saga vandræðaskálds, 

Eyrbyggja saga, and Harðar saga ok Hólmverja. This analysis differs from Part I 

primarily in style in that all eight sagas will be examined at once, applying each 

characteristic. Essentially, this is a broad application of the methodology developed in 

Part I and will aid in assessing which of these predetermined characteristics recurs in the 

sagas. This analysis aims to test both frameworks in multiple sagas at once, considering 

each ritual of a type to determine which of these modern frameworks work best and what 

uses they have in the field of Viking and Medieval Norse studies.  

To be clear, the type of ritual examined here is funerary rituals, and to create a 

standard for what is a funerary ritual, I will limit the selection to only those instances 

where a person in a saga has died, and there is a process mentioned by the text where the 

deceased is changed in some way. This could be anything from burial to a cairn to an 

entire mound or even a Christian burial. The reason for keeping these criteria so broad is 

for two reasons: to limit my own bias in selection and to include as much data as possible. 

The one possible exception to this rule is with instances in the sagas where a person is 

mentioned as dead but never followed up on by the saga author, and these are excluded 

from this data pool because it is far too vague and leaves too much to be assumed or 

guessed at by the reader.   

Much analysis has been done in this area by archaeologists examining gravesites 

and remains left in various sites throughout Scandinavia. The major types of funerary 

rituals collected in the data are burial mounds. This should be no surprise as “burial 

mounds are ever-present; they loom large, literal and figurative reminders of ancestry on 

the landscape,” and are places which convey “cultural memory.”147 As far as the actual 

practice of funerals in the sagas, Hilda Ellis identifies a few aspects in her book The Road 

 
147 Bennett, Lisa. “II: 30 Saga Burial Mounds.” In Handbook of Pre-Modern Nordic Memory Studies, 613–

619. 2 Teilbände. Berlin, Boston: De Gruyter, 2018. 613 
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to Hel; these include funeral feasts,148 ship burials,149 and human sacrifice.150151 In their 

conclusion, Ellis writes “there is nothing to justify us in connecting any one custom 

rigidly to any one belief,”152 and based on my own observations and current analysis this 

seems to be true of this survey as well. There are no clear trends in saga funerals which 

can be pointed to accurately with exceptions to any one trend.  

Trends in burial, while difficult to identify in the saga material, are more readily 

available in archeology. Items such as amulets and other valuables tend to be common 

finds in graves from the 7th and  8th centuries and ceased until the 9th and 11th centuries, 

and in many of these graves there tended to be items identified as magic charms among 

other magical paraphernalia.153 Additionally, Neil Price’s work “Passing into Poetry,” 

attempts the same as Ellis’s except he categorizes grave types in the archeological record 

as well as a few practices associated with these types of graves. A couple which he 

identifies are ship-burials, chamber graves, and mass graves, two of which appear in the 

sagas selected.154 Considering the work of these scholars, I agree with their assessment 

that it would be foolish to attempt any sort of categorization of funerary practices, so 

instead I will focus on characterizing the practice in the sagas. 

5.2 Data Analysis 

First, there are three characteristics that must be discussed separately from the body 

of this analysis: Bell’s Rule-Governance, Grimes’s Singularization, and Performance by 

a Qualified Person. Rule-governance is a characteristic that does not appear in any of the 

thirty-three instances of funerary rituals. In the case of funerary customs, there do not 

seem to be any rules present in these funeral rites. There are instances of funerals where 

those performing the ritual are concerned about improperly performing such a ritual155 

which might qualify as a set of rules which must be followed; however, all Bell’s 

 
148 An example is in Gísla saga Súrssonar chapters 13-14 and 17-18 
149 Also located in Gísla saga Súrssonar chapters 13-14 and 17-18 
150 There are no examples in the selected sagas. 
151 Ellis, Hilda Roderick. The Road to Hel :  a Study of the Conception of the Dead in Old Norse 

Literature. Cambridge: The University Press, 1943.50-61 
152 Ellis, 61 
153 Gilchrist, Roberta. “Magic for the Dead? The Archaeology of Magic in Later Medieval 

Burials.” Medieval archaeology 52, no. 1 (2008): 119–159. 
154 Price, Neil. “Passing into Poetry: Viking-Age Mortuary Drama and the Origins of Norse 

Mythology.” Medieval archaeology 54, no. 1 (2010): 123–156. 
155 see Eyrbyggja saga. ch. 33-34. 
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examples refer to rules crafted for circumstances involving opposing sides in a conflict, 

never for rituals where there is only one ‘team’ of performers, and this indicates to me 

that Bell would not include a ritual like a funeral. Similarly, Grimes’s Performance by a 

Qualified Person is another characteristic that is not present in any funeral scene other 

than, arguably, Christian burials and two connected funerals in Gísla saga Súrssonar. The 

reason why this is the case is because the Íslendingasögur possess so few examples of a 

“cult of the dead,”156 as Ellis terms it. Additionally, Singularization should be assumed to 

be present in each of these rituals because funerals are typically assumed to occur once 

only ever in a person’s life.157  

In the selected sagas, there are thirty-three unique instances of funerary rituals.158 

These were ritual selections were made based on the criteria specified in the introduction. 

Based on the data, there are only a few of Bell’s and Grimes’s characteristics that will be 

discussed: Bell’s Formalism, Traditionalism, and Invariance, and Grimes’s Special State 

of Mind, Invocation, and Special Place and Time. The reason for these characteristics’ 

selection is because each constitutes what I believe to be the most relevant of either 

scholar’s characteristics for this type of ritual. 

5.3 Bell Data 

Beginning with Formalism, out of thirty-three instances of funerary rituals, fifteen 

indicate this characteristic. This tells us that in many cases there is an interaction between 

unrelated groups in funerary rites; two families linked by the deceased. Eyrbyggja 

saga includes Formalism the least (in this case, only two out of thirteen instances can be 

characterized as formal). This shows that in this case it is less of a scripted process for 

these characters. Eyrbyggja saga concerns itself with death far more than any other saga, 

going into extreme detail about the steps necessary to properly prepare a corpse and 

burial. There are few examples of characters interacting during these rituals making any 

identification of Formalism more difficult and limiting the data. On the other hand, Gísla 

saga Súrssonar contains four examples of Formalism in funerary rites. Two of these 

instances follow the deaths of Vestein and Þorgrim. Following each death the brothers 

 
156 Ellis. 72 
157 There are two possible exceptions to this in Eyrbyggja saga where the deceased return to life only to be 

reburied. These reburials are not included in the data pool. 
158 See Appendix for raw data. 
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Gísli and Þorkel feast together in honor of the dead despite knowing the other was 

responsible for one of these deaths159 and I would argue this is because of an expectation 

to honor160 the dead regardless of extenuating circumstances. So, in this case Formalism 

functions similarly to the purchase of the carcass in Kormáks saga, protecting everyone 

involved by scripting the possible interactions and limiting the consequences that follow 

freely speaking and acting. 

 Traditionalism in these thirty-three instances plays a rather significant role, 

appearing in twenty-four of thirty-three funerals. This, for me, is an unsurprising result 

because, in most cases, the death of a character in a saga is used to name certain locations 

in the saga. I consider this an instance of Traditionalism for two linked reasons; the name 

of a location is typically a traditional element of the landscape, and the saga author is 

attempting to explain why a certain location has a particular name, traditionalizing it by 

adding it to a saga. It is also the case that some deaths involve the building of a burial 

mounds which, as pointed out in the introduction, adds to the “cultural memory” 161 of a 

location. Also, it must have been understood that burial mounds were a longstanding 

practice in pre-Christian Scandinavia, so any burial using the practice could be connected 

to those, or, as with many of these instances, take place in Scandinavia, not Iceland. For 

example, one of Droplaugarsona saga’s two deaths is accompanied by the construction 

of a mound, deforming the landscape and establishing a further settled land, a land with 

more history. Instances where the landscape is named after the deceased are most 

common in Eyrbyggja saga, though this is probably because of the saga’s concern for 

telling a history of the region. Interestingly, Traditionalism does not seem to be a factor 

at all in Harðar saga ok Hólmverja, indicating that there is no concern with connecting 

these funeral customs to past rituals, nor is there any clear instance of naming which 

occurs after death.162 

 Invariance is one of the least common characteristics present in funerary rituals. 

Of the thirty-three, nine show an element of invariance. Invariance in funerary rituals 

tends to be a mention or emphasis placed on preparing a corpse properly. For example, 

in Eyrbyggja saga, the death of a father is followed by the careful transport of his body 

 
159 Gísla saga Súrssonar. ch. 13-20 
160 Honor in this case refers to an expectation of peace following a death in order to limit destruction. 
161 Bennett. 613 
162 There are other rituals in this saga which are Tradiitonalized, just not the two instances of funerary 

rituals. 
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out of his home by cutting through a wall rather than walking through any doorway. The 

reason given for this is that Þorolf’s family knows there is a risk associated with a corpse 

knowing its way back indoors,163 likely indicating some important concept of this liminal 

border between the indoor and the outside, “Útgarð” as discussed earlier. If this ritual was 

not performed in this way exactly then, terrible repercussions might have followed.164 

Invariance seems to play no role in Hrafnkels saga, with each funeral only involving 

rituals that are either too short in description or do not mention any need recognized by 

the characters that their performance must be the same every time. Overall, Invariance is 

surprisingly not a major concern in funerary rituals despite evidence of the importance of 

corpse preparation elsewhere. 

5.4 Grimes Data 

A Special State of Mind appears in thirteen of the thirty-three examples. This 

characteristic appears at least once in all but Hrafnkels saga indicating the deaths of the 

characters in the saga were either not important enough to receive attention in the saga, 

or the performers of the ritual had no recognizable change in their state of mind. I believe 

that this is likely due to limited descriptions in the sagas of the emotions and state of 

minds the characters have.165 There is enough evidence of this characteristic’s presence 

to prove its presence, just not enough for it to have a major effect on any of the funerals, 

which is especially surprising when looking at other sources like Ibn Fadlan’s observation 

of a Varangian funeral. However, it may indicate that the saga only describes the shift in 

state of mind when the death of the character is important or if that character has had any 

effect on the people in the saga. Due to how many near nameless characters die it is not 

at all unlikely that the saga authors chose to only spend time on important characters that 

they felt the reader would better connect. 

Invocation rarely appears in the saga examples for this study: only nine of the 

thirty-three rituals display Invocation. I consider Invocation to be when characters 

mention gods or spirits, or if any appeal to specific values like honor or bonds of 

 
163 Eyrbyggja saga. ch. 33 
164 In this case those bad consequences follow the moving of the corpse regardless, though, I would argue 

this is not necessarily due to a failure of ritual but because of a point the saga author may be trying to make 

about Þorolf 
165 There has been quite a bit of work done on emotionality, though this essay does not have the space to 

explore this issue effectively. See Sif Ríkharðsdóttir. Emotion in Old Norse Literature :  Translations, 

Voices, Contexts Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 2017. 
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kinship/friendship are made. Four of these nine appear in just Gísla saga Súrssonar, most 

likely due to the overtly religious nature of the funerals and the close connection the 

protagonist and his brother have to the deceased. This is an especially surprising finding 

because of how ubiquitous the sacred and funerals typically are. 

Place and time play a significant role in the funerals of these sagas: thirty-two of 

thirty-three funerary rites involve a special place. In many cases in the sagas, the death of 

a character is used as the lore behind the name of a landmark, and I consider this to be 

either a special influence of the ritual or the involvement of a special place, though I lean 

more towards this being an instance of a special place. The reason is that because of the 

close connection between deaths and the naming of places, it seems to involve a place 

rather than a Special Influence. Not every death in the sagas is followed by the naming of 

the landscape; in some cases, the landscape is altered by the death of a character. Burial 

mounds, once again, play an important role in this analysis because the creation of a burial 

mound, or even a simpler grave, alters the landscape enough so that it is recognized as a 

ritual site, or sacred space. These places are often used in other forms of ritual such as 

Útiseta.166 

5.5 Conclusion 

Based on the data gathered, it seems that both scholars offer different perspectives 

on funerary rituals which serve any analytical survey. Grimes tended to be better related 

to those funerals of longer description and with more magic or overtly religious practice 

included. Bell, on the other hand fit well in analyzing the societal interactions in funerary 

rituals. Currently, the data for this type of ritual practice fits far better with Grimes’s 

characteristics than Bell’s. There is far more which could be said in this section and will 

certainly be the subject of future analyses. 

 

  

 
166 For more on this practice, see Price, Neil. The Viking Way: Magic and Mind in Late Iron Age 

Scandinavia. 2, 2nd Edition. Oxbow Books, 2019. 34-189 
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6 Conclusion 

Ritual practice in the sagas, it would seem, is quite easily analyzed using the two 

modern frameworks of Bell and Grimes. Each of their characteristics is present at some 

point in each saga, and even if it is not explicitly present then an argument can be made 

for it being there. Also, these frameworks have made me realize how certain aspects of 

ritual tend to be over analyzed while others receive almost no attention. For example, 

Grimes’ Style and Performance by Qualified Persons are completely different methods 

of considering ritual practice. Style is often a topic in archeological sources focusing on 

grave goods or hall adornments, but it is not something considered all that often in literary 

sources. Similarly, Performance is generally analyzed just as a described by Bell, and 

even though that analysis may involve pointing out qualified actors they are not the focus. 

Grimes’ requirement of a “qualification” is quite unique because of how many instances 

of performance it eliminate. Bell’s framework, though, tends to align with current styles 

of analysis I have read in this field except for Rule-Governance. One example brought up 

much earlier of the saga’s ball game is a topic which has very little written on it167 and 

what I have read makes almost no mention of this as ritual applying Rule-Governance. 

Based on my observations, it seems that Bell’s Formalism tends to be one of the most 

easily identified characteristics in the sagas, with Performance as a close second. What 

this might tell us about these rituals is that there is some importance placed on the actions 

of a ritual. The characters in the saga are concerned with what is said and how something 

is done more than what is believed. Perhaps this is because of the literary format of the 

rituals; conveying actions may have been far easier for saga authors than describing than 

emotions. However, I believe this is indicative of both a lack of information available to 

saga authors about the real attitudes felt toward pre-Christian religion (though there is no 

way to prove this outright), and a belief that the ‘doing’ part of a ritual matters more than 

the belief. One problem with Bell is that she only covers six characteristics, and these 

tend to leave out aspects of ritual which Grimes covers, also, her characteristics are 

already a standard of analysis in ritual studies of Medieval Scandinavia. 

Grimes’ framework, on the other hand, seems to function far better in analyzing the 

abstract aspects of ritual. Of his characteristics, Special Influence, Special Place and 

 
167 See Thurber, B. A. “The Viking Ball Game.” Scandinavian studies 87, no. 2 (2015): 167–188. 
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Time, Singularization, Repetition, and Performance by a Qualified Person tend to be the 

characteristics which set Grimes apart from Bell as well as characteristics which are 

reflected most often in the sagas. As said at the beginning of this section, Performance by 

a Qualified Person seems to me the most unique because, though ritual specialists are 

thoroughly researched, most researchers do not limit performance to qualified persons 

only, but by limiting those that can perform in a Grimesian model we can see more minute 

differences in forms of performance as well as the difference a “qualified” person makes 

to such rituals. Similarly, Special Influence is something typical in magic rituals, but is 

equally as important in rituals which change the nature of relationships between 

characters such as oaths, or marriages.  

Between the two, Grimes and Bell both present frameworks for ritual analysis which 

prove useful in different forms of analysis. Either scholar should be considered in research 

done not only on ritual practice, but also other areas such as feud, economy, and character 

analyses could benefit greatly from such an application. Grimes, based on my analysis, 

functions best in rituals dealing directly with religious practice or magic. Bell tends to 

work best in any societal ritual like legal matters or social gatherings. If I were to choose 

between the two frameworks, I would select Bell because, unlike Grimes, her 

characteristics are far better defined making it easier to use for any academic research. 

Although, one of the benefits of Grimes is that he leaves his terms vague enough that 

arguments are easier to make in analysis. 

As for future research using this work, I encourage any scholars working with the 

Íslendingasögur to try analyzing the material in the sagas applying Bell and Grimes. Both 

frameworks may aid in developing unique perspectives on the scenes therein, aiding in 

diversifying opinions in the field. I personally intend to continue the work I began with 

these eight sagas by expanding my analysis to include the entirety of the corpus with the 

goal of seeing which characteristics appear most and least often in order to increase the 

fields overall understanding of these rituals in the literary corpus. 
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 Appendix 

Saga Funeral Ritual Data: Abbreviations =  

Formalism = F 

Traditionalism = T 

Invariance = I 

Sacral Symbolism = SaSy 

Performance = P 

 

Elevation = E 

Singularization = Sing 

Style = Style 

Special State of Mind = Mind 

Invocation = Invo 

Special Influence = SI 

Special Place and Time = SPT 

 

 

Kormáks saga = KS 

Hrafnkels saga = HS 

Eyrbyggja saga = ES 

Eiríks saga rauða = ESR 

Harðar saga ok Hólmverja = HSH 

Hallfreðar saga vandræðaskálds = HSV 

Droplaugarsona saga = DS 

Gísla saga Súrssonar  = GS 

 

Each characteristic will be noted by the number of times it appear out of the total number 

of funerary rituals in the saga. (ex. ½ = one occurrence of characteristic out of two rituals) 
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Bell KS HS ES ESR HSH HSV DS GSG 

F 2/2 1/3 2/13 1/2 2/4 2/2 ½ 4/5 

T 2/2 3/3 10/13 2/2 0/4 ½ 2/2 4/5 

I 0/2 0/3 3/13 ½ 0/4 ½ ½ 3/5 

SaSy 2/2 3/3 10/13 2/2 0/4 ½ 2/2 4/5 

Perf 2/2 0/3 8/13 ½ 2/4 1/2 2/2 4/5 

Grimes         

E 0/2 2/3 11/13 ½ 0/4 ½ ½ 4/5 

Sing 2/2 3/3 13/13 2/2 4/4 2/2 2/2 5/5 

Style ½ 3/3 9/13 2/2 0/4 2/2 ½ 5/5 

 Mind ½ 0/3 3/13 2/2 ¼ 1/1 ½ 4/5 

Invo 0/2 0/3 2/13 ½ 0/4 1/1 1/2 4/5 

SI 0/2 1/3 3/13 ½ ¼ 0/2 ½ 3/5 

SPT 2/2 3/3 13/13 2/2 4/4 ½ 2/2 5/5 


